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Preface
The Fur Industry is not only of national but also of
international importance ; therefore, it plays an inportant
part in our historical and corunercial relationships with
over fifty countries in the v/orld. The industry gsmbraces'
practically all modern methods of carrying on trade. It
is an essential industry that both directly and indirectly
benefits thousands.
In v/riting this paper the author's purpose was to gather
as much of the published m.aterial as was available in scattered
form. Furthennoro , his air. was to bring r^uch inf orriiation
up-to-date and to supplemLent this by personal interviev/s in
order to present, from the technical viewpoint, the material
correctly.
^J^^hat there was need for making a study of the industry
is' evident from the current reports concerning the activities
of such a complex business. It is hoped that this paper will
stimulate soon, enough interest to begin the necessary im-
provements.
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to all
v/ho encouraged him in his research, and who contributed any
inform.ation which threw light on this subject.
John n:. Bobula.
February, 1931.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The historical development of the fur trade in general
V7ill be briefly presented for the purpose of laying the
necessary foundation for the material that is to follow.
The reason for this is primarily to refresh the readers '
memory of the importance of furs in commerce, as raiment,
as tokens, and as m.edia of exchange.
You v/ill recall that during the medieval period the
bulk of exports from northeastern Europe v/ere rav/ m.aterials
to provide for the few wants existing at that time.
"The Northeast had no textiles to offer to the rest of
Europe, but in its furs it had a substitute for them which
was most highly prized. The furs included not only the
finer varieties, the use of which was restricted to the upper
classes, but also comir.on grades that were desired as m.uch
for their v/armth as for their appearance. Houses were so
poorly heated that comfort was impossible without thick
clothing. 7e can understand, therefore, the complaint of
a German bishop who said that 'we strive as hard to come
into the possession of a marten skin as if it v/ere ever-
.
1.
lasting salvation."
Pur is a commodity that is found in almost every coun-
try of the 'v/orld. Nearly all religions and all races are
represented in the fur trade. As a large volume of busi-
1. "History of Commerce" - Clive Day, PH.D. p. 103

Intj'oductlon
ness is carried on lnterna,tluneilly each year. It tends to
keep furs well on ohe list of Imports and exports lor over
fifty countries In tue world. It Is but necessary to vis-
ualize trappers and .lunters in every part of tne world in
oraer to get some idea of the commercial importance ol the
fur trade, the oldest of all pursuits.
in the early Octys, furs were importa.nt as raiment.
Man hac. to protect himself against cola weather in the days
before the manufacturing of clothing was known. Therefore,
ty following the instinct for self-preaervation, he huntea
and trapped fur bearing animals for food ana raiment. To-
day, furs are recognized as necessv ry wearing i,j.jparel. In
many Instances they are worn Just as much for the sake of
adornment as for protection agaliist col*, weather. The mod-
ern woman must have some kind of fur garment included in her
wardrobe. Fastidious folks v;ear tne best quality ana most
stylish garments. Tney generally have several kinds to
cnoose from to wear for a pa-''ticular occasion. With the in-
creasing popularity of football g.htmes ana the Increasea num-
ber of people that are ariving tn^sLri cars all year rouna,
more men and women are seen wearing fur coats during tne Fall
ana winter season.
Furs are also important as tokens. a representative
number of skins and stuffed animals are j\. aisplay at :,r.e
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Museum of Natural History in Boston. The biennial Sports-
men's ahow held in Boston exhibits many common, rare ana
unique furs. sportsmen and hunters lose no time in
bringing their catch to a taxidermist to be stuffed and
mounted or to a furrier to be made into a rug or garment.
.
The Internationa-l Fur Exposition held in Leipzig last
summer gives conclusive proof of how tokens are cherished
by the fur trade. Many interesting tokens were displayed
by the twentytwo countries that participated. The antlers
of a sixty-six point stag, shot nearly 300 years ago by a
German Frince, was according to all reports, one of the
most notable displays.
"Besides the modern exhibits of furs, hunting trophies,
equipment, and the methods and processes of the fur indus-
try, a series of exhibits representing the uses of fur in
all ages, the history of the chase, wild game in art, and
the importance of conservation measures were among the im-
1.
portant features of the Exposition."
Trade was carried on before the present money system
was estctblisned. nt first one thing was exchanged for an-
other unaer tne barter methoa. Then furs, particularly
beaver skins, dried corn, dried peas, lead bullets, and cat-
tle were used as the early media of exchange. Beaver had
an established market in Englana at that tint . Even today,
beaver skins are used as a media of excnange in certain sect-
1. "Fur Traae Review"-No. 8. May, 1930. p. ^4.
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ions of the world.
"The trading Is done in several ways. Among the
Eskimoa , whose arithmetical powers seldom exceed a rew
units, the trader holds up his hand with one, two, three
fingers raised, signifying that he offers for the skin
before him equivalents in value to one, tvro , three prime
beaver. If satisfied, the Indian passes over the furs
and the trader gives flannels, beads, powder, knives, tett
or tobacco to the value of beaver skins indicated by the
raised fingers. If the Indian demands more, the hunten-
and traaer wrangle in pantomime till coiTiproiiiise is effected
"But always beaver-skin is the unit of coin. Beaver
are the Inaian's dollars and cents, his shillings and pence
his tokens or currency.
"South of the Arctics, where native intelligence is of
higher grade, the beaver values are represented by goose
quills, small sticks, bits of shell, or, most common of all
discs of lead, tea chests melted aown, stamped on one side
witf. company arms, on the other with the figures 1,^, i, ^,
1.
representing so much value in beaver."
1. "Fur Trade of America." Agnes C. Laut . p 'dbO,

Chapter 'd
A Review ol The I.nportance of i?'ura in tne
HlstorlCcil Development oi This Country
The quest for fur bearing animals played a more Impor-
tant part In the discovery and historical development of
this country than most people realize. Records snow that
the fur trapper often preceded the explorer In setting
foot on new terrltox-y. Numerous books dealing on this
subject point out that the fur trapper was. In many In-
stances, the first white man wltn wnom the Indians came In
friendly contact or blttei- conflict.
A Fur Trade Bibliography compiled by Mrs, Irving K.
1.
Marks, for her husband, contains among other books, the
following bearing on this topic:
Frontiers ana the Fur Trade.
Trail Makers of th= Northwest.
Beyond The Old Frontier
American Fur Trade of the Far west.
Fur Traders of Columbia River and
Rocky Mountain.
Fur Trctders of the Far west.
Adventures in Oregon.
Masters of the wilderness.
Wilderness Trapper.
50 Years a Hunter and Trapper.
Fur Trade and Early western i!;x-
ploration.
1. Personal Interview,
Mr. Irving K. Marks,
Joseph Ullman, Brokerage Corp.,
37b aeventh av*.
,
New York City.
Greenbie
Hawarth
G-rlnnell
Chittenden
Irving
Lieffy
bklnner
Reed
Thompson
Harding
V:andeveer

A Review of The Importance of Furs In the
Historical Development of This Country
This list represents but a small percentage of the
"books written on this subject. However, it is presented
as a fair sample of the available material, and primarily
to have you realize the prominent part that the pioneer
fur trader played in the early days upon the latter de-
velopment and growth of this country.
1.
According to Mr. W. J. Brett, the original chains of
many famous trading companies that are mentioned in his-
tory, were promoted from mere trading posts. as examples
he mentioned the Hudson Bay Co.; Aetoi-'s; Morth western
Fur Co.; American Fur Trading Co.; Columbia Fur Co.; Mis-
souri Fur Co.; Pacific Fur Co.; Rocky Mountain Fur Co.;
Russictn-x^merican Fxir Co.; and bouthwest Fuir uo. He pointed
out that the fur trappier was the pioneer in discovering
the North west, the Mississippi River a-nd west of the Mis-
sissippi, tnat many of our big Western cities located on
rivers were built up from small trading posts. He stated
that the history of the early American settlements of New
England, New York, and Virginia were originally influenced
by the pioneers searching for furs.
The work of the free trapper was important in this con-
nection. He was, as a rulL , the first to enter new ter-
ritory while in search for furs and the first to make friends
or enemies of the Indian Tribes. The names of Potts, John
1. Personal Interview,
Mr. W. J. Brett, Editor,
b'ur Trade Review,
2^4 west ^Oth St.
,
New York City.

A Review of The Importance of i^'urs in tn.e
Historical Development of This Country
Goiter, MacLellan, Crooks, John Day, Daniel Boon^ Carson,
ana Lewis ana Clark stand out prominently as examples or
1.
the free trappers.
"Free trappers were all through Minnessota and the
region westward of the Mississippi forty years before the
fur companieb aarea lo ventui*e a.iaong tr^e bioux. fisher,
Fraser, and woods knew the Upper Missouri before laOb;
and Brugiere had been on tne Columbia many years before
the AStorians came in Ibll."
"In CanaOa-of course alter IbTO-he entered the moun-
taina chiefly by tnree passes: (1) Yellow Heaa past south-
wara ol the Athabasca; K,'d) the narrow gap where the oow
emerges to the plains; (3) north of the bounaary, through
that narrow defile overtowerea by the lonely flat-crowneu
peak Called Crow's Nest Mountain-that is where the fugitive
Crows took refuge from the pursuing Blackfeet»
"In the Unitea states, the free hunters also approached
the mountain by three main routes: (1) Up the Platte, (2)
westwara from the Missouri across the plains, (3) by the
Three Forks of the Missouri."
"It is ths oldest industry in the world, fur hunting
ana fur trading. The cave man, who slew a beast with a
club to take the pelt for his own covering, was the world's
l."The Fur Trade oi America. " -Agnes C. Laut,-idea adaptea
from p.'^4;ei.
^."The jB'ur Traae or America -Agnes C» Laut. p. d^^,
" "
-
"
" D. kd4b.

A Reviev/ of The Importance of Furs in the
Historical Development of This Country-
first manufacturer; and his discovery that a pelt would
make clothes for himself and his family led far afield
to exploration of half the v/orld. It v/as the little
beaver who led discovers up the 3t. Lawrence to the Great
Lakes, and from the Great Lakes down North to Hudson Bay
and dov/n South from the Tississippi to the Rio Grande,
and down the l.'ackenzie to the Arctic, and across the
mountains down the Columbia to the Pacific. It was the
little beaver who led Peter Skene Ogden's fur brigade
from the mouth of the Columbia across what are nov; the
States of luontana, Idaho, '.Yashington, Oregon, Nevada, Utah,
and Northern California.
"And it was the little sable who led the Cossacks
across Russia to what is nov/ Kamchatka; and it was the sea
otter v/ho led the Russians, i\mericans, Spaniards and
Englishmen around the world in crazy little cock-shell
sail boats to explore the pacific Coast from, the Golden
1.
Gate to Bering Sea."
"Lewis and Clark rightly ijierit the fame of having first
explored the llissouri-Columbia route; but years before the
Louisiana Purchase, free trappers v/ere already on the Col-
umbia. David Thompson, of the North-west Company was the
first Canadian to explore the loner Columbia; but before
Thompson had crosses the Rockies, French hunters v/ere al-
1. "The Fur Trade of America." - Agnes C. Laut. p. 1.

A Review of The Importance of Purs in the
Historical Doveloprnent of This Country
1.
ready ranging the forests of the Pacific slope,"
"Before 1812 there v/as no international boundary in
the fur trade. But after the war Congress barred out
Canadian companies. The next curtailment of hunting
ground came in 18G9-1870, when the company surrendered
proprietory rights to the Canadian Government, retaining
2.
only the right to trade in the vast north land."
'.Then the United 3tateG purchased Alaska from Russia
in 1867, the seal herd on the Fribilbf Islands came under
Government control. Independent groups were allowed to
kill fur seals for the next two years. Then the Govern-
ment leased the sealing privilege to private com.panies for
almost half a century. The Alaska Commercial Company was
granted a twenty year lease of tho sealiriiij privilege in 1870.
7hen this lease expired in 1890, the Government leased the
sealing privilege to the North Am.erican Commercial Company
until 1910. Thereafter, the Government carried on the
sealing operations, under direct control and for its own
account.
The alarming v/aste and loss caused by pelagic sealing
v/as discontinued in 1911, under the terms of the fur seal
convention drawn up between the United States, Great Britain,
Japan, and Russia. 7hat has been accomplished since this
agreement was made twenty years ago viill be covered in
1. "The Fur Trade of Am.erica. " Agnes 0. Laut. p. 273.
2. "The Pur Trade of /imerica." Agnes G. Laut. p. 2 69.

A Review of The Importance oi Furs in tne
Historical Development ot Ttiia Country
Chapter b "G-overnment Regulation and Conservation Methods."
It snould be recognized that thte fur trade was and
shall continue to be, not only of national but also of in-
ternational importance as far as the history of this coun-
try is concerned. At the outset of American history the
fur trade was an impetus to discovery and colonization. It
was a very important source of income to tfc colonists. It
bi^ought about rivalry and war. It had an important influ-
ence on the westward movement, for it was the fur trapper
and hunter that blazed the trail and pointed the way to the
missionary and settler. borne of our largest and most im-
portant cities grew up from fur trading posts. Funds used
for making improvements in other directions were in many in-
stances obtained by trading in furs. Fur merchants in
this country are now members of the International Federation
of the Fur Industry which Vvas formed at the i?'irst world i?ur
congress, held in Leipzig during the last week in June, 1930,
for the purpose of promoting and protecting the world's fur
trade in the future.

Chapter t>
Past ana Present sources of Kaw Fur buppiy
List of some of the jc'elts Used
In the early days a plentiful supply of fur bearing
animals was to be found In tnose sections where the cli-
mate was suitable. Enough animals could be trapped In
the woods to satisfy the requirements of that time. The
encroachment of civilization, overtrcipplng and failure to
conserve this natural resource, tended to rapidly dimin- „
ish the supply, to push the remaining animals farther back
into the wooas, and to make some species extinct. This
condition haa to be corrected by exercising control over
trapping and other means of conserving wild lire, although
practically the same sections of the world supply tne de-
sired furs today as before, this supply must be supple-
mented by furs produced on fur farms ana ranches.
To serve our present purpose, furs may be classified
roughly into two main groups: the pelts of wild animals and
the pelts of sucn domestic animals as pony, lamb, kid, dog,
and houee-cat.
wild furs from the temperate zones of botn hemlspHeres
are considered to be a by-product of agriculture. The same
is also true of aomestlc furs which are chiefly of Asiatic
origin.
Trapping is carried on as an Industry in itseif only
in tne frigid zones, and as far as civilized commerce is

Past and Present Sources oi Haw Fur bupply
List of some ol tht Peits Used
concerned, trapping in the frigid zones is of far less sig-
nificance than it is generally believed to be. i?'or in-
stance, It is estimated that the value of furs fro m Canad-
ian sources is about a fourtn of the annual collection of
furs in this country. The annual collection of furs in
boviet Russia^ for Commercial purposes, is equal in value
to about a half of tne annual collection in the United
states.
"In the past, furs were principally oDt&ined by trap-
ping,, today this method is still continued and in addition
we have Fur Ranch Farming. borne of the iarms have as much
as 100,000 acres. The marsh lands ol Louisiana breed Musk-
rats, Mink, Opossums and Skunks. The Northern ranches are
devoted principally to biiver Fox Farming, The ranches
that are close to the Great Lakes and the Atlantic seaboard
are considered most suitable for this purpose, as the salt
air has a tendency to develop the top hair to a much finer
1.
degree •
"
The three greatest fur preserves in the world are
Alaska and the United States, Northern Canada, and biberia.
In addition to the large supply of furs available in this
country, we import raw and dressed furs from over fifty
countries. Our cnief source of foreign supply includes,
1. Letter. Mr. Julian a. Cohen, V . Pres. & Treas.,
Joseph Hollander, Inc.,
Wilson Avenue Cor. Paris Street,
Ne^^ark, N. J.

Past and Present sources of Raw i^'ur Supply
List of some of the Pelts Used
among others. the following nations:
Africa. Columbia. Mongolia.
Afghanistan. Czecho-Slovakia. New Foundlana
Algiers. Denmark
.
New Ziealand.
Arabia- England
•
Norway.
Argentina. Egypt
.
Nova Scotia.
Asia. jj'inland Persia.
Australia. France
•
Peru.
Austria. Germany Koumania.
Bavaria. Greece
.
Russia.
Belffiutn. Holland south America
Bolivia. Hungary Spain.
Brazil. India. Sweaen
.
CanaQa. Italy Sv/lt zerland.
Chile, Japan Turkey.
China. Mexico Venezuela.
The chief source of supply of sealskins is the ^laskan
herd, which frequents the Pribilof Islands, north of the
Aleutian Islands; the Cape of Good Hope nera, which ;xs ita
name indicates, frequents the south end of Africa: the Jap-
anese and Russian herds, which are smaller than either the
Alaskan or Capes; a smaller herd v»rhich frequents the Lobus
Islands, on the coast of Uruguay; and tue so-called North-
west Coast herd taken off tne Northwest coast oi Canada,

past and Present Sources of Raw Pur Supply
List of some of the Pelts Used.
1.
which are really part of the Alaskan herd."
The United States is v/ell recognized as a large producer
of rav/ furs.
2.
"Leading Pur Producing States."
According to the Department of Gom.merce, the follov;ing
totals represent the values of the fur catch from the
states r.entioned in the season of 1928-29.
Louisiana $5 528 982.
Arkansas 3 250 000,
Michigan 3 000 000.
Minnesota 2 399 200.
Pennsylvania 2 321 906.
Tennessee 2 000 000.
New York 1 754 000.
Wisconsin- 1 341 000.
Texas 1 000 000.
Nebraska
American Fur Supply at
759
a Glance ,"
000.
3.
a map
duced and appended at the end of this chapter, shov/s the source
of our rav; fur supply and the open or closed season dates for a
protected fur bearing animals, as cor.ipiled for the 1930-31
season in accordance v/ith the gar^e law. It also contains
1. "Letter. Hr. B. L. Lange , Chief Chemist
Fouke Fur Company,
1328 South Kingshighway,
St. Louis, II 0.
2. "Fur Trade Reviev/" 11 ay 1930, Ko. 8 p. 34,
3. L'ap given by Isaac A. Schoen c; Sons, Inc.
249 '.Vest 29th St.
,
• ITev; York Git v.

It?
Past and Present Sources of Kaw Fur Supply
List of some of the Pelts Usea
a list of unprotected fur- bearing animals for the current
season.
a
.
An excellent paper on "American Kaw Furs," was pre-
sented at the 1st world Fur Congress he±d in Leipzig, Ger-
1.
many, in June 1930, by L«Ir. Irving Herskovits, of New lofk
This paper clearly presents not only the source, but also
the quality ol the furs trapped in this country. Further-
more, it helps to give a much better understanding of the
map, "Your American Fur supply at a G-lance," reproduced in
connection with this thesis.
Mr. Herskovits points out that, "The principal fur-
bearers in the U« s« a. and Canada are Muskrat, Opossum,
Skunk, Raccoon, Mink, Weasel, Red jjox, Grey Fox, silver
Fox, Cross J?'ox, Beaver and Otter."
List of some of the Pelts Used
Badger. Lamb, Opossum,
Baum Marten. Leopard. Rabbit.
Beaver. Lynx. Raccoon.
Ermine . Mink . Sable.
Fitch. Muskrat. skunk.
J?'ox. Nutria. Squirrel.
Kolinsky. Ocelot. stone iiarten.
1. Report No. ^4. Presented to the 1st 'world t'ur Congress,
Leipzig, 1930, by Mr. Irving Herskovits.
New York.
a. This paper is appenaed at the end of the chapter.

1ST WORLD FUR CONGRESS, LEIPZIG 1930
No. 44
^
American Raw Furs
By IRVING HERSKOVITS, New York
Raw Furs originating in the North American Continent should be divided into several divisions
.
In the far North, around the Arctic Circle, both on the Canadian as well as the Alaskan side, the prin-
apal fur is White Fox, with a few Red Fox. In Canada there are the Beaver, Marten, Mink, Fisher,
Weasel, Wolf, Red Fox and Lynx, whilst the most important Fur Bearer is the Muskrat. Besides these
the Dominion produces some Skunk and Raccoon. The main source of wild Silver Fox is also in Canada,
but the domesticated or farmed Silver Fox are located in Prince Edward Island and in practically
every other Province of the Dominion. Alaska produces similar Furs to those from Canada, as well
as Blue Fox, which bread on the Islands.
I do not beHeve that the IPA desire me to write only about the assortments of Raw Furs origi-
nating in U. S. A. and therefore I will proceed by dividing the U. S. A. into several sub-divisions, but
before going ahead please note the following: —
A.
The principal fur-bearers in the U. S. A. and Canada are Muskrat, Oppossom, Skunk, Raccoon,
Mink, Weasel, Red Fox, Grey Fox, Silver Fox, Cross Fox, Beaver and Otter.
Muskrat in the fall of the year is at its poorest, but is at its best towards the Spring.
Opossum also is poorest in the Fall and best during the middle of January, after which month it
commences to shed and becomes what is called in the Trade "springy".
Skunks are usually at their best about the end of December, and whilst during January they are still
prime, they soon commence to get "springy".
Raccoon are best during the early part of January, but their colour fades towards the end of January
and February. In the U. S. A. almost all the Raccoon that are used for Coat purposes, are
being touched up with a dark blend that has proved quite satisfactory.
Mink and Otter. Their colour is at its best in the fall and early winter. The Mink and Otter are
the first of the Fur-Bearers to shed and turn "springy".
Other Fur-Bearers are at their best during the middle of the winter.
B.
It is peculiar, but nevertheless true, that the Muskrat, the principal fur-bearer of the U. S. A.,
is not at its best in the Northern States. An example is Minnesota, Maine, North Dakota and the Nort-
hern Peninsula of Michigan. The Muskrat found in these regions are small in size and weaker in pelts.
Opossum while not prevalent in the Northern States is better in the central States than in the
Southern States.
Skunks are best and largest in the North-W^estern States as well as in the New England States,
but in spite of this the Canadian skunk are much inferior and weaker in quaUty than those coming
from the North Western and New England States.
;NJijll^are best in Northern regions, and the further South one goes the poorer the Mink become.
Raccoon are the best in the North W' estern and New England States, the poorest kinds coming
from the Southern States. Canadian Raccoon, however, are an exception, these being rather heavy
in quality, but woolly.
Wolf,- Red Fox, Grey Fox, Beaver and Otter are regular in that one finds the best qualities
in the Northern regions.
On submitting this Report on American fur-bearing animals I am appending hereto some
valuable information on the principal fur-bearers. This information has been prepared by an expert
in America, especially fur use in one of my recent booklets, which I have sent to my Trapper Customers
during the past Season.
I should like to refer you to page 14 in this booklet, showing the Game Laws or Open Season
for the taking of fur-bearing animals in the various States. These Game Laws in nearly every State
are very strict, and, in the principal fur producing areas, only two months are' allowed for the actual
trapping. This has been found absolutely necessary in view of the depletion of the Fur supply existing
in the U. S. A. today.
Many States, like Lotiisiana, South Carolina and Montana, derive a revenue from the fur-bear-
ing animals produced in their respective States. Louisiana is the best example of this, and takes a
severance tax, paid on every skin shipped out of the State, the tax varying according to the species of
skin. On every Muskrat shipped out of Louisiana the Shipper pays i cent, Mink 5 cents, Otter 25 cents
and so forth.
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connec-
ticut, known as the New England States, produce the finest Furs obtainable in the U. S. A. This
section of Mink, Muskrat, Raccoon, Red Fox and Skunk can be, and should be, graded together,
unless a sufficient quantity is available, in which case Maine Furs should be kept distinct from the
others, in view of the fact that the State of Maine ranges so far north and south that Furs originating
in the Northern Zone are also quite different from those prevailing in the Southern part of the state.
The Mink from Northern Maine are very fine, whereas the Muskrat and Skunk are rather thin in
quality, the Muskrat being somewhat papery-pelted.
Northern New York Furs should be offered and kept distinctly separate from all others.
With the exception of Eastern Ontario the Northern part of New York State produces the fiiiest Mus-
krat available, the pelts are both large and strong, and so may be used either for natural purposes or for
seaUng, since they have a tremendous amount of underwool. The Skunk also are large and of very
good quality.
The Mink are of good colour and qualit^^ but are not quite so silky as those produced in the
New England States. Raccoon, Red Fox, Grey Fox and Weasel are also very fine.
Furs originating in Central and Southern New York, Pennsj^lvania, Central Ohio and
New Jersey can be intersorted. In these States Opossum exist in large numbers, but oddly enough
no Oppossum are to be found in New York State. The Opossum originating in Pennsylvania and Cen-
tral Ohio are of very good quality, and are probably the second best grade of Opossum produced in
the U. S. A.
Northern Ohio, Northern Michigan and Indiana, with the exception of the Upper
Peninsula, produce similar Skunk, Muskrat, Raccoon, Mink and Foxes. ^Michigan has practically
no Opossum, but Northern Ohio produces a few very fine Opossum. The upper Peninsula of Michigan
produces choice Mink, Beaver and Foxes, which Furs compare favorably with those of the northern
part of Maine. The Muskrat from the northern Peninsula run rather small in size, but are of good
quality. InMicliigan one finds sections where Skunk, while of good quality, are not very large in size,
so that an assortment of sizes is also necessary when offering Michigan Skunk.
Central Indiana and Central Ohio produce medium-sized Skunk of fair quality, and
Muskrat of exceptionally large size with a rather heavy pelt, but of only fair quality. This grade of
Muskrat is principally used in Canada and the U. A. S. for blending purposes. The IMink are fair in
quality, but the Raccoon, though rather heavy-pelted, are not quite so heavy as those from New York
State or Michigan. This section also produces fair numbers of Red and Grey Foxes and also Weasels,
both white and brown. The Opossum are of exceptionally good quality and compare favorably with
the Pennsylvanian and Ohio kinds.
Southern Indiana, Southern Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee and West Virginia.
This section produces a rather large Muskrat with a boardy pelt of poor quality. The Skunk are medium
to small in size and the Opossum are only fair. The Raccoon are of fair quality, are rough in the fur
and are used principally for coat purposes. Red Foxes are poor, whereas Grey Fox run fairly good in
this particular section.
Maryland and Delaware. This section, together with Southern New Jersey, is the home
of the Black Muskrat, and in the marshes the percentage of Black Muskrat to Brown varies from
18 to as high as 40 per cent. The quality is rather good and the pelt fairly heavy. Black Muskrat are
also found in the marches Virginia and of North and South Carolina in fair quantities. Maryland and
Delaware also produce furs similar to, but not so good as those from the State of North Carolina.
Eastern Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky. Mink during the Fall and earl}' Winter are
good in colour and are usually mixed with the North CaroUna Mink. The mink coming from the rest of
the States of Tenessee and Kentucky, as well as from Southern Indiana and Southern Ohio, are some-
what poor in quality.
North Carolina and Virginia produce a very good short-haired Mink, and the colour of
these Mink in Fall and early Winter is exceptionally dark. The Mink that is usually offered as from
Carolina, is a mixture of good coloured Southern Mink with rather long wiry hair, and is onl}' a Trade
name, this having originated some 15 years ago. Virginia and Northern Carolina produce a medium
grade Opossum, the size of which is usually not so large as that of those from the States of Oliio and
Pennsylvania. The vSkunk are of medium to small size and only fair in quality. Black and shortstriped
skins are most prevalent. The Muskrat are somewhat boardy-pelted and are of fair size. The Raccoon,
which are usually handled cased by Trappers, have good colour during the Fall and early Winter.
Foxes are of the Central type and a great many brown Weasels are found in these two States. The
otter are extremely beautiful, both in colour and quality, during the first half of the Trapping Season.
vSouthern Carolina, Georgia and Alabama produce a poor grade of Opossum, usually
handled open by Trajjpers, and are of medium size. The Raccoon from these states are also handled
(;pen and are principally used for coat purposes. The Muskrat are of a large boardy type. Foxes are
similar to the Centrals and a good number of Otter are found here, the colour of which in the Fall
and early Winter, is exceptionally good. South Carolina and Georgia produce what is commonly known
as Fishmink, their habitat being in the salt water, very short in hair and only during the early Fall
are they good in colour. They turn red at the beginning of the Winter. In the northern part of South
Carolinaj^ however, a Mink similar to real North Carolina Mink prevails. In some parts of Georgia there
are some very beautiful short-haired Mink, particularly at the beginning of the Trapping Season.
The Skunk are of poor quality and rather small in size.
I'lorida. The northern part of Florida produces a somewhat flat but finely coloured Otter
during the first part of the trapping Season. The raccoon are also flat but uniform and are used in the
U. S. A. exclusively for Coat purposes. Opossum is handled open and is of poor quality. Very little
other Fur-Bearing animals are produced in Florida. Southern Florida Raccon, Opossum and Otter
are extremely poor and are usually mixed with Southern Texas skins.
Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin produce skunk of very fine quality and
exceptionally large size, which are principally narrow-striped. The Muskrat are of large size, good
quality and suitable for Hudson Seal purposes. The Raccoon are large in size and very heavy. Foxes
also are good and the Mink are silky-furred.
The Northern part of Wisconsin produces Beaver of fair quality, a few Wolf and many
White Weasels. The Muskrat are rather thin pelted and medium to small in size. The Mink, however,
are of good colour. The Skunk and Raccoon from this State are very large and heavily furred.
Minnesota, Northern Iowa and North and Soutla Dakota. With the exception
of Muskrat the furs from this Section are practically the same. The Muskrat in Northern Iowa are
somewhat better in size, whereas in Minnesota and North and South Dakota their size is only medium
and they are rather tlain-pelted. The Skunk and Raccoon are of exceptionally large size and are
heavily furred. In this Section the trapping of Skunk and Raccoon is usually permitted before the
1st of November. The Mink are of large size, only fair in colour but good in quality. A large number
of White Weasels are produced in this Section, also some Foxes and a few Wolf.
Southern Iowa, Northern Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska. This section is the
home of the Civet Cat, where the best and largest skins are obtained. The Skunk, which are very good,
vary from medium to large sizes, and run approximately 50% Black and Short, with only a small
percentage of W^hite, the balance being quite narrow and straight. The Opossum produced here are
the best for quality and size of all those taken in the U. S. A., whilst the Muskrat are rather large and
of fair quality, with a somewhat heavy pelt. They are used principally for blending purposes. The
Mink are large and of fair quality, but the Raccoon, on the other hand, are good, and the Foxes of
medium grade only. A great many brown Weasels come from this Section.
Southern Missouri, Northern Arkansas. The Opossum which originate here are of large
size and good quality, equal to but not similar to the Ohio Opossum. This is the location of the New
Madrid Country where the beautiful square-handled Raccoon breeds. These Raccoon are of nice
quality, having a very uniform medium length fur, and are usually of good colour throughout most
of the Trapping Season. The Skunk are medium to small in size, and average from 70% to 75%
Black and Short. The Foxes are of the Central variety, as are the Muskrats, these latter being of large
size, poor and heavy pelted. Civet Cats also are very numerous in these States, but are only of fair
grade. The Mink are pale in colour and of fair quality and size, and there are also a few Ottern and
Brown W^easel.
Southern Arkansas, Northern Mississippi and Northern Louisiana produce a
medium grade Opossum, but a fairly good Raccoon, similar to, but not quite so large and heavy-furred,
as the New Madrid type. The Mink are of the Central type. The Skunk are small in size, with an
unusually large proportion of Blacks and Shorts. The Civet Cats are poor and usually have white
tips to their tails.
Northern Texas and Oklahoma. This Section probably produces more Skunk and
Opossum than any other similar area in the U. S. A. The Skunk from the Pan Handle Section of North-
ern Texas are extremely large and of fairly good quality. The Raccoon and Mink are also of large size,
rather wiry and pale-coloured, but of fairly good grade. The Opossum are well-sized, of fair quality, but
wiry-haired. The Civet-Cat also are good, and the Wolf that originates here is more of the Western
than the South-Western type. The climate in this particular area is very cold in W^inter, in spite of the
fact that it is pretty far South, so that undoubtly nature provides the fur-bearing animals here with
a good coat of fur during the winter months. Some Badger, Swiftfox and Ringtail Cats come from
this District.
Southern Texas produces a great many poor quality Opossum, Skunk, Wolf and Badger.
Montana, Gdaho and Wyoming. This is the home of theCoyotte, which are of high grade
and large in size, and are the best kind of Coyotte or Wolf produced in the U. S. A. A great many
fair quality Muskrat, similar to the Minnesota type but paler in colour, originate here. A few Skunk
and Raccoon, of expectionally large size, are trapped every year. The Weasels are fairly good, and
some Marten and Beaver also originate here.
Colorado, Nevada and Utah. Also the home of the Prairie Wolf , in fact this is the habitat
of the bulk of the Wolf from the U. S. A. They are of medium quality and coarser than those coming
from the States of Montana, Idaho and Wyoming. The Skunk and Raccoon also are of large size and
fair quality. The Muskrat are small, very pale in colour and thin pelted. A great many pale Beaver are
trapped here when Daw permits.
Oregon, Washington and California. Furs produced in this Section are extremely
coarse and wiry. The Raccoon and Wolf are of medium grade but wiry, and the Muskrat are of the
Western type. The Beaver are large but pale, and the Weasel of fair quality. Some Mink and Foxes
are produced in these States.
Arizona and New Mexico principally produce Wolf and Swiftfox of medium to poor type.
Louisiana. The largest fur-producing area in the U. S. A. is located in Louisiana. The
single State of Louisiana produces more Furs than the whole of Canada and Alaska combined. The crop
of Muskrat last year was estimated at slightly over 5.000.000. This species of Muskrat is entirely
different from that prevaiUng in either Canada or any other part of North-America, with the exception
of the Eastern District of Texas, whose marshes produce approximately 250.000 Muskr^ts a year.
Louisiana also produces large quantities of Opossum, Raccoon, Otter, Mink and a few Skunk and Civet
Cat. This area consits principally of , marshland, with an abundance of food on which fur-bearing
animals thrive, particulary the Muskrat whose principal food 's the root of the three-cornered grass.
More study has.been given to the habitat and to the investigation of the fur-bearing animals in Loui-
siana than in any other area in the U. S. A. Scientific experiments are continually taking place.
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Cliapter 4
Marlcetlng Raw ij'urs '
The marketing of raw furs is a national and internat-
ional industry. It is largely a simple process within
each country, with slight variations here and there depend-
ing on the source of supply,
i:'rac tlcaily every farmer and farm boy devotes his
attention to fur trapping during the open season in oraer
to increase his revenue by the sale of this natural resource,
i%,a it would not pay one man to send his small catch directly
to the nearest principle market, he deals with tt collector.
A collector or itinerant buyer is c«. man working lor
himself, or employee by some large fur house located in a.
principle fur center. The men engagea in coilfecting f^urs
throughout the worla must be patient in trading, they must
be shrewd in dettling, and they must have courage to face
the danger and privation that goes hand in hand with this
work.
In i^merlCtt, the traveling buyer Is working hara from
the first of November to tue ena oi itiarcu. Despite the
weather, he leaves early in the morning to cover a certain
locality before nightfall by automobile, buggy, sleigh, or
on snowshoes. Upon reaching a farmnouse ne announces his
mission. In a few moments he is engaged in carefully exami-
nlng and pricing the farirer's catch, anu complaining about
1. Personal Interview. :£r. Nathan Taffer, Dealea^
115 w. 30tQ bt,, Nev. ijrK City,
Mr. R. L. Ridley,
New York Auction Company, Inc.,
'dcib W. -^bth St.
,
New York City.
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the existing market CDndltions ao that tae seller will not
hold out for a high price. Then the buyer and seller com
pare their figures. The former submits the lowest he
dares to, vmlle the latter has the highest possible for
each kind and grade of pelt ofrered for sale. Naturally,
this leads to a period of haggling, and It an agreement
is reached, the buyer pays for the furs and takes them
away.
This procedure is repeated at every place where tne
buyer stops. as soon as he has a large collection, ne
sends it to his own or his employer's central headquarters
Todciy, both the buyer and the seller have about the
same current information concerning the existing market
conditions. From time to time the buyer receives speci-
fications concerning the number and kind of pelts needed
and the top price limit on each grade. Like the seller
he Can get reports by radio. The seller is not entire-
ly depenaent on the traveling buyer. He may sa.|l to the
local general store or to one of the many receiving houses
from which he receives price lists with current quotations
Differences of opinion and disappointments are bound to
occur to both parties of a transaction. At times the
seller is likely to feel that he didn't get enougn for his
catch, while the buyer is likely to feel that he paid too
i
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mucn. It aepencis on the contronting situation, tor a col-
lection looks more valuable at the farmhouse than it does
on the floor of a receiving house, where it can be com-
pared as to price paid (consistent with quality J witn thous-
anas of other shipments on nand.
The method of collecting furs in otner countries is
similar to the method in the United btates. Traaing is
harder because the less aeveloped countries qo not have
as good facilities for this purpose. More haggling and
trickery is evident. Greater difficulties exist because
of tne lack of adequate means of communication and trans-
portation. iMaturally, the collection passes through
more hands than it aoes in this country before reaching
the market.
A number of the leading lur nouses in the United
States send buyers to all parts of the worla. Other firms
maintain f-^reign branches with a resident buyer in cnarge.
Foreigii countries also use tnis method of collecting ae-
sirable furs by having representatives in all parts of
the world where furs are to be obtainea.
The collection of raw furs is of more or less im-
portance in every fur proaucing country in tne world. It
offers a llvlihood to professional trappers and also fur-
nishes additional revenue to farmers and others that en-
gage in trapping furs during their spare time. The trap-
pers in turn may sell their local catch to an itinerant
buyer, the local general store, or a receiving house.
I
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These collectors. In torn, may sell to dealers, manulac-
turers, "brokers, or speculators. In due time the pelts
reach the v/arenouse of some raw fur merchant specializing
in certain kinds of pelts or hanaling a general line, he
may dispose oi them at a private sale or by offering them
at an auction sale. approximately ninety per cent or
the pelts are sold this vay in the rav/ state, the other
ten percent having been previously sold to dealers or
manufa c tur er s
.
a11 furs must be in the auction company's warerooms
at least thirty days before the opening auction date,
Each shipper's pelts are graded, assorted, and evaluated*
Then a catalogue is published describing the number, kind,
quality and grade of all furs listed under the date that
they will be offered fa- sale. Inspection of th£ pelts
is allowed during th=. week preceding the opening auction
date. The purpose of this is to allow each interested
buyer to make a comparison ana also to expedite business
on the auction days*
Auction sales are held in all of the principal fur
markets in the world. as a rule they are wql 1 attended
because they offer the skin dealer and manufacturer an
opportunity to get fresh merchandise at the most favora-
ble price. The most important auction are hSi. d at tne
following places:
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New lork M times cx year.
St» Louis Every week during winter
season.
i'arls -^i times a year.
London 5 times a year.
Leipzig 4 times a ^''ear.
Montreal 4 times a year.
These are commonly referred to by the trade as tne
Spring, Jiummer, Ball, and winter sales.
Follovfing each sale, a detailed report is publishea
showing a comparison ot prices and percentage of increase
or decrease for each kina of fur as compared with, the
previous sale. This report shows the number of skins
offered and sold by name, with a statement concerning how
each type and grade of fur was accepted by those attena-.
ing the auction.
Notning has bvs^.. mentioned about paying for furs
bought, for this will be fully covered under "Financing"
in Chap;ter 11.
The marketing of raw furs embraces all modern facili-
ties for carrying on trade. Every known means of trans-
portation and communication is used in carrying on this
work. Even the airplane is used to hasten the delivery
of raw furs from the Far North to the market place.
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Chapter 5
Government Regulation and Conservation llethods
"The conservation of fur bearing animals is as important
as the protection of any other natural resource for the future
of the fur trade depends upon an amp^-e supply of desirable
furs to meet the constantly increasing dem-ands," * i:r, Brett
said that short sighted D-ethods caused the slaughtering of the
buffalo, almost obliterated the beaver, reduced the seal herd
to an alarmingly low number, and practically made the chinchilla
and otter almost extinct. That the present m.ethods of regula-
tion and conservation of fur bearing animals must be carried on,
and in some cases made more drastic, is the consensus of
opinion expressed by leaders in the fur trade and by Govern-
ment officials.
Our rapidly diminishing supply of fur bearing anim.als may
be attributed to one or more, or to a combination of the
following causes:
1. Trapping anim.als for 6 to 8 months of the year.
2. Failure to observe the game laws by living up to
established trapping regulations and methods.
3. Destruction of Forests.
4. Driving animals out of natural habitats.
5. Draining the marshland.
6. Filling streams with land, thereby, reducing the number
of proper breeding places for mink, otter and
beaver.
1. Personal Interview,
l.:r. J. T7. Brett, Editor
Fur Trade Review,
224 30th St.
,
New York City.
I
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7. Floods.
8. Forest Fires.
9. Automobi lists and picnickers driving animals back,
with the exception of Skunk, Opossum, Red Fox and
7/0 If V7hich animals remain, as they are not afraid
of encroaching civilization.
10. Over a million trappers in this country in 1930,
11. Overtrapping.
12. Bounties offered for catching v/olves and coyotes.
13. Encroachment of industry'-.
14. Lack of cooperation to maintain supply of fur bear-
ers.
Available information shows that the first conservation
movem.ent in the United States was on beaver. Protective
measures in conservation m.ust be carried out by each state,
not by the Federal Government, because the wild life belongs
to the state and not to the public or land owner.
"The earlier decrease in the supply of fur animals was
noted in the quantity of the more valuable pelts reaching
the markets, including miartin, fisher, m.ink, and beaver,
but now, under modem miothods of trapping and improved m.eans
of transportation to the marts of trade the decrease is
affecting such staples as muskrat and raccoon.
"The principal trends of the protective legislation
that has been found necessary are toward shortening the trapp
seasons, removing certain species fromi the trapping lists
by extending or fixing closed periods for definite or in-
definite term.s, and increasing trapping license fees. A
salutary tendency to enlarge the powers of game v/ardens
i
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and connissions is F.ore and more evidenced, in, that they
are permitted to make 'vvild-life administrative programs
sufficiently flexible to care for the fur resources under
ciianging conditions. Protection in some states is just
beginning to be afforded some fur nnimals, Cipecies that have
become scarce or have diminished in numbers need greater
safeguards, and this should be extended to them either in
the form of restricted trapping seasons or by closing seasons
v/henever necessary to allov/ opportunity for an increase.
"'Ye must look for the most part to the conservation of
natural resources as our guarantee of an adequate future
supply. The fur trade and the various State and national
agencies interested in the natural resources are working
toward this end. 'Taste of ^.rild life will eventually be
eliminated, and for it v/ill be substituted intelligent con-
servation with use.
"The enactment of suitable protective lav/s and their
enforcement are m.ade difficult from the fact that there is
lack of authentic information on the part of farmers,
trappers, and members of the fur trade, of legislative
comm-ittees, and even of conservationists. This frequently
results in the fixing of open seasons that are too long,
and even the closed seasons that are established in some
States do little to prevent the decrease of fur bearers in
certain sections. A frequent defect in the present laws
for fur protection is that the open season permits trapping
before the pelts are prime in fall and after breeding is in
I
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progress in spring. That the present seasons arc not
;7isely established in all cases is emphasized by the fact
that far too many of the pelts coming to the rav/-fur markets
fall into the unprofitable class. A keener appreciation of
conditions learned from studying the habits, breeding seasons,
and periods of prime fur of the various species by persons con-
cerned v/ith the framing of laws and regulations governing
trapping would have the result of greatly increasing the
quantity of pelts having fur of a superior quality that reach
the markets. This v/ould add to the financial rewards of
trappers for their efforts and at the sane time allow increased
1.
numbers of breeders to rem.ain in the covers,"
In order that regulation and conservation methods be
carried out, the United States Department of Agriculture
publishes the Fur Laws each year for the trapping season.
7/hile perusing the pamphlet it might be interesting to note
that it contains a sumiuary of Federal, 3tate , and Provincial
Statutes. About twenty-five United States game wardens are
em.ployed by the Dureau of Diological Survey to carry out the
enforcem.ent of these laws.
Even though a great deal remains to be accomplished in
preserving our fur bearing animals, some progress is evident
since the movem.ent for regulating and conserving fur bearing
animals was started. Constant vigilance by research, regu-
lation, conservation, better production and utilization of
1. "Fur Resources of the United States." pp. 7-8 c: 9.
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our great natural resource has brought about the follov/ing
satisfactory results:
"Beaver has come back;
Alaska Seal has cor.e back;
Silver Fox arc norc plentiful than ever;
Buffalo have multiplied from a fe\7 hundred in one Canadian
park to 5000 in ten years, and if half a dozen sea
otters could bo captured unharm.ed alive, there is not
the slightest doubt they could be brought back to a
plentiful supply. .
Persian, Astrackhan and Krimm.er lambs arc being bred in
/jnerica and just beginning to cor.ie on the market as
fur.
Skunk has been trapped in America for 200 years and is
more plentiful on the fur m.arket than ever before.
Rabbits are such a pest in Australia, poison and trap
have failed to exterminate them; and in certain
sections they have ruined the pasture.
Iluskrats arc coming to the market in millions; and so
prolific are they in their habits, there is not a
1.
hint of the supply falling off."
To carry on this v/ork the United States Department of
Agi'iculture
,
'.Vashington, D, C, is setting open and closed
seasons for trapping. It prohibits unsound methods of trapping
it issues licenses, and sets up rules and regulations for the
1. "The Fur Trade of America." p. 7. Agnes G. Laut.
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possession and sale, shipment and export of fur bearing animals.
One of the most outstanding achievements under direct Gov-
erment control is the progress that has been made since 1910,
in stopping the indiscriminate practice of pelagic sealing on
the Pribilof Islands. Vlhen the Government imdertook the con-
servation of Alaska seal, the herd had been reduced to about
130,000 animals from an estimated total of 4,000,000 animals
in 1786, 'vhon Gerassim Pribilof , a Russian navigator, dis-
covered the Pribilof Islands.
"The grov/th of the fur-seal herd in the 18 years from
1912 to 1929, inclusive, since the Government has actually
engaged in sealing operations, has been very satisfactory.
In the following table is shown the number of skins taken on
the Pribilof s and the number of seals in the herd during th
18-year period:" 1.
"Increase in the Alaska Fur-Seal Herd, 1912-1929."
Year Skins taken Number of Year Skins taken Num.ber of
on the seals in on the seals in
Pribilof s. herd Pribilof s. herd.
1912 3 191 215 738 1921 23 681 581 443
1913 2 406 268 305 1922 31 156 604 962
1914 2 735 294 687 1923 15 920 653 008
1915 3 947 363 072 1924 17 219 697 158
1916 6 468 417 281 1925 19 860 723 050
1917 8 170 468 692 1926 22 131 761 281
1918 34 890 496 432 1927 24 942 808 870
1919 27 821 524 235 1928 31 099 871 513
1920 26 648 552 718 1929 40 068 971 527
At last the million mark has been passed. The final
figures of the annual Goverranent census show that for 1930,
the seal herd has reached the total of 1,045,101. It is
l."Fur Resources of the United States." p. 37,
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nov7 desired to maintain, if possible, this approximate annual
increase of 8 per cent,
"It is of interest to note that in the G3 years since
Alaska was acquired from Russia the Territory has produced fur-
seal skins to the value of about 5?63 ,000 ,000 , or approximately
nine tines its purchase price. Each year the take of seal
skins is increasing and the herd iS groxTing steadily. The out-
look is extremely promising under the present policy of con-
servation and v/ise administration -dindcr the general direction
of the Secretary of Commerce. There appears to be no reason
why the fur seal-herd of the Pribilof Islands should not be
entirely restored to its abundance of former days. Splendid
strides toward that end have already been made. The conservation
of this great natural resource through international agreement c
offers a most striking example of the importance of internation-
al cooperation in wild life preservation,"
Conservation of fur bearing animals, one of our great
natural resources, is receiving more and more attention each
year. Notable progress has been achieved on a limited scale
in practically every direction, A great deal remains to be
accomplished. The most outstanding results have been shown
in Alaska, our greatest natural fur resource, in bringing back
the Alaska Seal from 13,000 animals in 1910, to over a million
in 1930. As the Pribilof Islands contain over 80 per cent of
the fur seal of the world, the value of Government regulation
and conservation methods in this connection can be fully
appreciated,
1. "Fur Resources of the United States." p 40,
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Fur Faming
"'7hen the dressing of furs becanie an established industry
in the United States, it v/ns discovered that many of the more
valuable fur animals had almost disappeared from our forests
and streams, and that the northern Canadian Provinces v/ere
then the most important source of fine furs. It is true that
skunk, muskrat, opossum, and raccoon are left in considerable
numbers in this country, particularly in the llississippi Valley
States, but the remnants of our once rich fur resources are
fast dwindling under the conditions that have prevailed during
the past century.
"7ith an increasing demand and an over-decreasing supply
of desirable pelts, a condition is being produced that is alarm-
ing and would be more so v/ere it not for the dem.onstrated
possibilities of producing fur animals in captivity. Fur farm-
ing is already on a substan^tial basis. It is destined, because
of rapidly changing conditions, to have oven a wider scope and
to attract increased interest. Its future is assured, in that
it affords the surest means of supplementing the diminishing
production of furs in the wild,
"During the past decade fur faming has shed its svraddling
clothes and has grown to the point of representing an invest-
ment of more than §50,000, 000 in the United States alone. Al-
ready a husky juvenile giant, the industry promises to continue
steadily in development. Furthemore, the old 'tricks of the
trade* for handling this new type of animal production have
14
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given way to standardized procedure. This means also that
methods arc not recommended or follov/ed that are not the re-
sults of careful experimentation.
"The early trappers and their Indian allies were the ones
who took the first elemental steps in the fur-farming business,
'^hey continued to hunt and follow the trap line during the
summer season, capturing fur animals alive and penning them
until the pelts became prime with the approach of cold v/eather.
Propagating fur animals entirely under the control of man is
a direct outgrowth of this early Indian and pioneer trapping
practice. The wonder is that back in the old days of the
Hudson's Bay Co., when wild caught silver-fox pelts brought
$1,000 each, trappers did not turn farmers and produce these
animals, at least to supplement their annual fur catch. 3ut
it sometimes requires a long time for the human race to discern
the obvious, and the wild at that time seemed to be very well
stocked.
"The next step toward the development of fur faming was
the digging of young fox pups out of their dens and raising them
to maturity. The scarcity of black and silver fox pelts and
the enormous prices paid for them led to the appreciation of
existing opportunities for making such a practice profitable.
Later a number of trappers and traders started breeding foxes
in captivity to obtain silver strains. The discovery that the
silver color in foxes is a Mendelian recessive to red, and that
therefore a silver fox being of recessive color alv/ays breeds
true, marked another important forward step. At first the oper
ations of those who understand this principle of breeding were
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cloaked v/ith secrecy. In the course of a fe\7 years, however,
stories concerning the wealth to be obtained from the silver-
fox business leaked out, and the fox-farming boom was on." ^»
The Division of Fur Resources, Bureau of Biological Sur-
vey of the United States Department of Agriculture, estimates
that there arc about 5,000 fur farms in the United States and
Canada at the present time. This bureau operates a non-
commercial Fur-Animal Experiment Station in the Adirondack Area,
Ne'iv York, primarily to determine the most scientific v/ay of
raising fur bearing animals in captivity. Preliminary work of
this nature was carried on at Government operated fur stations
at Prichard, Idaho, and at lleeseville, Nev; York, before the
one no'.v maintained at Saratoga Springs v/as established seven
years ago. Since 1927 the United States Department of Agri-
culture through the cooperation of local rabbit breeders in
California and the National Rabbit Federation has financed and
operated the U. S, Rabbit Experiment Station at Pentana, Calif-
ornia, for the purpose of learning more about the value of rabbits
for food and fur. Experiments are being conducted in blue and
white-fox farming on a limited scale by the Government on St,
Paul and St. George Islands, Alaska. An outstanding piece of
work in the prevention and control of disease is being carried
on in collaboration v/ith the Universities of I'innesota and Southern
California. These various agencies have devoted their attention
to the following problems:
1, "Fur Resources of the United States." pp 9 cc 10,
i1
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1, The Pur Farm site.
2, Handling animals on fur farms.
a. Foods and Feeding,
b. Breeding,
c. Behavior of aninals.
d. Prevention and control of disease,
e. Sanitation.
f. Killing the animals,
g. Removing the pelt,
3, Management and F.ethods.
a. Comparative costs of fur farming,
t). Reasons for success of fur famis,
c. Causes for failure of fur farms,
d. Sources of supply to meet all requirements.
e. Outlets for marketing and distribution.
f. Schedule of selling prices over a period of year
Government conservation and regulation methods, even if
strictly enforced, can not be relied upon to check the rapid
depletion of our fur bearing animals sufficiently to insure an
adequate supply to meet the ever grov/ing demand for furs,
TTe are now dependent upon scientific fur farming or ranching
to help supply our annual requirements. Over 95 per cent of
the silver fox skins sold each year are pen-raised. A large
supply of other popular furs must be raised on the fur farms.
Fur farms are established in practically every state in this
country, and also throughout Canada. A list of fur bearing
animals raised on farms includes the following:
Ii
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1. Fox
a. Red.
b. "/hite.
c. Elackl
d. dross.
e. Dlue.
f. Silver,
9. Rabbit.
10. Squirrel.
11. Opossum.
12. Otter.
13. r^roadtail.
14. Persian.
15. Lamb.
2. l^uskrat.
3. I.: ink.
4. Raccopn.
5. Beaver.
6. II arten.
7. Skimk.
8. Badger.
16. Astrakhan.
17. Krimner,
18. Coyote.
19. Fisher'
20. "feasel.
21. Bear.
22. V/olf.
Fur fanning, the most difficult branch of animal husbandry,
has been carried on during the last fifty years. Naturalists
have gathered and compiled a vast amount of valuable informa-
tion during this period. Unfortunately, they have allovved
most of this accumulated material to remain as pure science.
Obviously, it is necessary to present this information for
practical purposes so that it will be suitable as an applied
science. As soon as this task is gradually accomplished, the
information v/ill be of m.aterial help for better legislation,
more intelligent control of fur resources, and for the solu-
tion of internal and external problems confronting those en-
gaged in fur farming. It is desirable that the methods of
production, marketing and distribution be given a greater am-ouAt
of attention in order that the fur farmer may avoid the pitfalls
of his predecessors.
A distinction must be made bet?/een fur farming for breed-
ing purposes and fur farming for pelts. In the former case,
the animals are sold to others for breeding purposes; and in
the latter, the pelts arc sold to dealers and manufacturers
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who dispose of them to the ultimate consumer. Large profits
have been realized by those engaged in raising animals for
breeding purposes. In the long run, the success of fur farm-
ing will be determined by the profit derived or loss suffered
in selling pelts to dealers and manufacturers. In m.any in-
stances, this remains to be determined,
"The Bureau of Diological Survey desires exceedingly to
m.eet its obligations to the fur famers of thii country.
Every effort is made to acquaint breeders v/ith discoveries
made at the station regarding improved management practices in
breeding, feeding, and handling fur bearers in captivity.
Field work of representatives of the station and of the 'Yash-
ington and cooperating offices in inspecting fur farms is
resulting in the accuraulation of much valuable infomation on
the various problems confronting fur fanners and in many
notable improvements in fur-farming practices. This inform-
ation is available to all concerned, and fur farmers are in-
vited to utilize the facilities provided by the Biological
Survey through its Fur-Animal Experiment Station to the greate
possible extent. The Station is maintained to benefit fur
farmers individually and collectively, so that a stable in-
dustry may be established in fur production, one efficiently
managed and intelligently directed, with future progress
1.
constantly in view."
1. "Fur Resources of the United States," p, 28
I
Chapter 7
Dressing and Dyeing
"Although fur dressing and dyeing v^as a fairly well-es-
tablished industry in the United States in 1914, the total
annual output of the plants in that year was valued at only
^2,875,000. The rapid development of the industry in this
country, due in part to the interrupted trade with the contin^
ental dressing and dyeing centers, caused the value of products
to jump to |20,384,569 in 1919. This volume has not only been
maintained with the return of foreign competition to the field,
but it has increased to §27,357,261 according to the census for
1927^ the latest available.
"The industry is to a large extent centered in and around
^"^ew York, Of the 168 establishments reporting to the Bureau
of the Census, 111 were in Nev; York and 25 in New Jersey.
"The Fur Dressers and Dyers Association (inc.) compile
annual figures on the number of skins processed by the members
of that aGGOciation, and these compilations are excellent in-
dices of the numbers of the skins of each kind consumed by
American fur manufacturers. The membership of the association
is estimated to represent approximately 90 per cent of the in-
dustry. The figures for the last t\7o years follow;" ^'
1. "Fur Resources of the United States." pp 46 and 47.
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"riijmber of Skins Processed by Fiembers of the Fur Dressers
1.
and Dyers Association (Inc.), 1928 and 1929."
1928 1929
Karakul, kid, and lamb skins 4 546 529 7 583 445
Ennine 973 377 938 441
Pitch (German and Russian) 962 409 589 439
Pox (all classes) 1 362 546 700 791
I.I armot 967 796 678 132
Kink (Jap r.ink not included) 304 137 315 803
Hole 5 770 223 1 902 929
r.uskrat 4 692 751 4 888 036
Opossum (Australian included) 818 386 298 220
Skunk 819 406 656 159
Squirrel 5 264 484 3 604 723
Weasel (Japanese and Chinese) 1 730 269 1 140 647
All other skins 3 927 843 3 658 376
Total 32 140 156 26 955 141
1. "Fur Resources of the United States" pp 46 and 47.
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Before fur pelts can be used for manufacturing purposes,
they must be dressed. All pelts are dressed for this reason,
and in addition a great nany must be dyed, not only to make
them suitable for the market, but also to enhance their value.
There is no general process or formula for dressing and dye-
ing all pelts, therefore, each variety must be treated in
accordance with the best knovm confidential scientific methods.
As Hudson Seal (dressed and dyed muskrat) is a trade nar^e most
familiar to the general public, and as these pelts arc dressed
and dyed on the largest scale, it may be most interesting and
profitable to explain how Hudson Seal is produced.
Each shipper sends a selected lot of rar; muskrat pelts
for this purpose. Within a few days the rav; muskrat pelts are
received by the dressing and dyeing concern to v/hich the ship-
ment was sent. The pelts arc counted by young men learning
the business, and the total number is reported to the head of
the receiving department. He assigns an individual identi-
fication number to each lot of raw pelts received, and tells
his men to perforate the given lot number on each pelt in order
that one shipment may be readily distinguished from another.
Then the skins are ready to be half dressed. Dressing
is a technical term that refers to the treatment preparatory
to the dyeing process, but it is widely knovm as, and in-
correctly identified with tanning. To a great entent the value
of Hudson Seal, when completed, depends on the method in which
the skin is treated while in process; therefore, the crude
I
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method of tanning or dressing used by the Indians has been re-
1
placed by the most scientific and up-to-date methods known.
Due to the responsibility that exists in the art, craftsman-
ship, and chemical formulae employed; close v/atching and super-
vision is necessarjr to assure that the pelt is pliable and that
no injury is done to the fur during the half dressing operation
The next step is to wet each pelt with salt water and put
it up overnight. This process is called wetting down the sliln
It is a preparatory treatment which prevents the leather from
cracking when the skins arc placed in the kicking machine.
On the follov/ing morning the skins are ready to be placed
in the kicking machine. This machine treads the skins in a
manner similar to that v/hich the Indians did with their feet.
Undoubtedly, this technical term was derived from the process
followed by the Indians and should not be mistaken as a rough
treatment through which the skins must pass. It is in the
kicking machine that the required chemical compounds and in-
gredients are driven into the pores of the pelts. The
machine is run for three or four hours, then the skins are
removed, are wet with salt water, are put up for three or
four hours and are ready to go through the kicking process
again. Skins must go through the kicking machine from
three to six times, all depending on the condition of the
1. Personal Interview and visit to both plants in Newark, N.J.
Llr. Samuel r,. Radler, Plant Superintendent
A. Hollander c: Sons, Inc.,
Newark, N. J.
I
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pelt; therefore, it takes approximately eight days to com-
plete this operation. After the final kicking process,
the skin is slashed through the center of the abdomen length-
wise. Thus the pelt is practically in a square form, leaving
intact the back of the pelt, uhich is the best and most valu-
able part of the fur side of the skin.
After the skins arc slashed, they are put in a large drum
which revolves at an established rate of speed. They are
drummed in sawdust in order to give each skin a thorough
cleansing. "At this stage the skin is completely dressed
1.
with the exception that it is not fleshed." The purpose
in not fleshing the skin at this time is a protective one;
namely, the remaining layer of flesh acts as an absorbent for
all the impurities and superfluities v;hich arc likely to
attach them.se Ives during the dyeing process. Before the actual
dyeing operation for v/hich the skin is ready, it must be given
the customary preparatory treatm.ent.
Girls are er.ployed in perfonning the precautionary oper-
ations of m.ending all natural rips, and cutting off the paws
and frayed edges, which does av;ay with the danger of tearing
during subsequest operations.
Skilled examiners look over each skin in order to select
those v;hich are suitable for Hudson Seal. Although the re-
jected skins remain undyed, the dressing is completed for they
can be used in the natural state in making or repairing
muskrat coats.
1. Ilr. Samuel 1.1. Raddler.
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All the skins that are found suitable for Hudson Seal nust
he plucked "in the \7hite", that is, before any dye is applied.
Pluckinc is performed by a nan v/ho places one skin at a time
before an upright machine possessing a v/hirring wheel equipped
V7ith a circular blade. Here the obstinate guard hairs are re-
moved from the sides of the skin, thereby, adding to the
appearance of the fur.
Then the skins are passed to girls who prepare them, for
the shearing operation by sev/ing the skins end on end so that
they m.ay be fed into the shearing machine. Each machine is
equipped VTith large linear blades. The blades m.ust be adjusted
to confom with the type of m.uskrat skins being sheared during
each operation; long haired, m.ediT:mi haired, or short haired.
As the skins pass through the machine, the long and uneven hairs
on the back of the muskrat are sheared or cut so that all of
the fur will be of equal length. Care must be taken during
this delicate operation so as to make the hairs absolutely
even and still leave enough hair to give the fur the most de-
sirable softness and depth. The skins are ready for the first
application of dye as soon as the shearing process has been
successfully completed.
To perform the first dyeing operation, the skins are put
into a huge dyeing vat i7here they are immersed in a chemical
solution to give them v/hat is known as the ground dye, which
acts on the lower part of the hair. The skins are given a
thorough mixing up in this vat. The first application of dye
is lighter in color than the following applications. It is a
I
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cocoa brown color in order to provide a proper base for the
applications of dye v/hich are to follov/. This is done in
order to provide the necessary variance betv/een the first dye
and the Is^tter ones to ^ive the desired lustrous effect v/hich
is in demand.
'Then the initial dye is about half dry the skins arc
placed into a horizontal "centrifuge" that resembles a huge
drmn. This centrifugal dyeing vat revolves at a tremendous
speed, thereby, throv;ing off the imnecessary liquid through
small openings provided for this purpose in the sides of the
vat. In due time, the niachine is stopped, leaving the skins
practically dry, thoroughly pliable, and ready for the follov/-
ing applications of dye.
In the next operation the skins arc evenly dried. A
heated drying room is provided for this purpose. It is equipped
with fans to keep the air circulated so that all the hot air
will be evenly distributed throughout the room. Obviously,
this prevents the hot air from rising to the top and drying
only the top skins.
In due course of time, the skins are taken fiom the drying
room and placed in a drum to be cleansed, in the finest sawdust,
from all impurities which have adhered to the fur. This pro-
cedure is followed at the end of all subsequent operations, so
that it will be necessary to remove only a sm^all amount of
foreign matter in the last drummiing operation.
A series of seven applications of black dye are then
applied to the initial ground dye, both by hand and mechanical
devices, to build up the solid, velvety, and lustrous black
II
I
I
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that has "brought about an ever increasing demand for Hudson
Seal. Diligent care is maintained throughout all operations
to preserve the elasticity and durability of the leather until
the final application of dye.
After the last application of dye, the skins are fleshed
to remove all particles of matter and grease that stick to the
pelt. This extra layer of flesh which has been left on the
skins as a protective measure during the dyeing process, is
removed by a revolving knife. This fleshing of the skins is
done by highly skilled mechanics. The skins are dried and
drummed once more.
Then they are plucked or unhaired "in the black". That
is, after they are completely dyed and finally drumm.ed, all
remaining wild stiff hairs which were not removed when sheared
"in the white", are removed by a small revolving linear blade;
thus leaving the pelt with an even, lustrous black surface.
The skins are also sheared "in the black". This process
is the same as she^.ring in the "white", but is repeated to re-
move all uneven hairs that remain after the third shearing "in
the white". If necessary, the skins are sheared as many as
three times "in the black", but as a rule only one or two
shearings "in the black" arc la'ecessar.y*
All skins arc then examined to see that thoy are soft and
pliable. If any are found to be stiff, they are stretched by
hand in a careful manner. Then all remaining particles of
dust are removed by a vacuum. As soon as this is done the
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skins are finally ready to be packed and returned to the
merchant that sent them.
As a rule, each dresser and dyer has his trade nark applied
to the leather side of each Hudson Seal skin (dressed and
dyed nuskrat)
•
In concluding this description it nay be '.loll to point
out that Hudson Seal is the trade name for muskrat skins
that have been sheared and dyed black. Approxiiriately twenty-
three days elapse from the time the vavi mustrat pelts reach
the fur dressers ' and dyers ' plant until they are ready to be
returned to the owner. During this time the skins pass through
seventy-three operations which consist of about eighteen separ-
ate and distinct processes, naturally, this requires constant
care, close supervision, expert handiwork, proper chemicals,
and exact mechanical ad justmionts. Formerly, this task was
performed as a "hit or miss" proposition. Now the work is
performed in the best scientific manner.
One phase of the dressing and dyeing industry, producing
Hudson Seal skins has been covered. But in concluding this
chapter, it is felt that something should be said concerning
the general progress of the industry as a v;hole. To do this,
it is necessary to quote a recent authorative article sub-
mitted by the Dressers and Dyers for the benefit of the fur
business.
"Dressers and Dyers Show Ilev; Colors and Improved ^uality
1.
of !York."
1. "Fur Trade Review .Teckly," Vol. 3, No. 44, July 31,1930. p.
5
1I
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"The fur dressing and dyeing industry has been hard at
work during the past six months developing ncv/ colors and
better dressing of skins. That this branch of the trade must
always be hard at v/ork trying to improve its product and find
better methods of carrying out this necessary service, does n6t
detract from the fact that it has accomplished much this year.
"Close attention has been given to the dressing of pelts.
The dressers have been aware of the fact that there v;as room
for improvement in this direction. The dressing of muskrat,
for instance, has been improved to a marked extent and the work
on the lamb skin group has received constant attention with
satisfactory results. The dressers have tried hard to turn out
work that v/ill result in fewer causes of complaint among deal-
ers and manufacturers. The v/ork on the heavy skins has been
noticeable for greater flexibility of leather and the dressing
is of a more permanent nature. Time has been taken to get the
best results and there has been less of a 'hurry up* attitude
on the part of the owners of the skins,
"Remarkable success has been obtained on the dressing-and
the dyeing-of the heavy non-caracul lamb skins and the work
turned out by many firms is free from that 'heaviness' and
'hardness* so noticeable a season or more ago. The dressing
on squirrel is escellent,
"The dyers have kept a fev; steps ahead of fashion. The
black dyes turned out by American firms shov/ improvement- in-
deed in many instances it is supreme. Our Hudson Seal dye on
muskrat is still unsurpassed and is again winning favor with
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the public. Our fancy dyes on lair.b
,
kid, caracul, rabbit,
squirrel, fox, v/easel, ermine, etc., are all that Fashion re-
quires, l.'-any of the fancy shades developed by leading dyers
are nev/ and orir-inal, particularly on squirrel ar^d v/easel.
"Fashion now runs to black and brov/n and the fur dyers
have provided the garment and fur industry with excellent
deep, lustrous blacks varying in tone from the broivn tinged
Sitka black to the blue black of the natural black fox.
Black on seal, muskrat
,
fox, wolf, caracul, broadtail, sheared
larb, kid, mole, coney, hare, skunk, opossum arc in demand
and have helped to maintain the volume of v/ork passing through
the dyeing plants.
"The fancy colors run to the pastel browns, creams, greys,
tans and are extensively used on coney, fox, ermine, hare,
caracul, broadtail, lai^bs, kids. The darker sable brown on
squirrel, kolinsky, fitch is excellent. A nevr shade on
squirrel, blue fox, has made a great hit and the sam.e fur is
also being dyed very m:uch the sam.e shade as the Viatka of som.e
fev/ years ago.
"Blending" is better than ever and now that such furs as
mink, sable, baum m.arten, and fisher present excellent values,
the skill of the blenders is in deriand to improve and restore
the many excellent skins that are a bit off color. Raccoon
is another pelt that is coming in for blending and here the
services of the experts are in demand."

Chapter 8
1
materials and Supplies (used in the llanufacture of Pur Qarraents)
The major equipment required for a well organized manu-
facturing concern v/ill be briefly discussed in the following
chapter, because the necessary materials and supplies m.ust be
ordered, and in most cases, must be in stock from three to six
months in advance for the approaching season; a discussion of
this chapter is appropriate at this time,
A large house dealing in furriers materials and supplies
will carry practically all of the required sundries in stock.
The sundries will be discussed in Lhc order in which they are
used to turn out a well made garment.
NEEDLES
Tv/o types of needles are used in the fur industry, namely;
those used in sewing by hand, and those used on the up-to-date
electric sewing machine. A general type of needle is used for
sewing by hand, such as is used in the homte. For quality and
quantity production, a special type of needle is used in order
to meet the demands of the day. The Gross, Engel Leo Lammertz,
sizes 12 to 21 inclusive, is used most extensively on the elec-
tric sewing machines.
THREAD
To assure a well m.ade garment, the proper thread must be
selected. Cotton thread is used on the sewing miachine. For-
merly a two-ply thread was used, but a three-ply thread is now
1, Personal Interview.
I.!r, H. D, Pollack, Proprietor
The Furriers Supply Company,
330 Seventy Ave.,
Nei.7 York City.
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used in order to give the gament better support. Black,
brown, steel gray, and tan cotton thread is used on the sev/ing
machine. Both cotton and silk, but particularly the latter are
used for sev/ing by hand. For this purpose the regular black,
brown, steel gray, and tan cotton thread is used; but the silk
thread used must match the color of the lining, therefore silk
thread comes in a great variety of shades,
TAPE
Fine quality linen tape one -half inch v/ide is used. Black
tape is used on dark colored garments and white tape is used
on light colored garments. Taping a garment is necessary so
that there will be enough firmness to hold it together, es-
pecially in the sleeves, collar, and down the center of the
back where the greatest strain occurs,
STAY
Black percaline is used for staying most coats. V/hite
percaline is used for staying unlined coats. Brown percaline
is used for staying expensive brown caracul coats • The im-
portance of this material is that it is light in weight and
fine in construction, thereby, leaving the coat in a soft and
pliable condition. Its purpose is to hoU the skins together
properly v/ithout adding additional v/eight to the garment,
FLAMEL
It is necessary to use a fine flannel underneath the
lining so that the lining will be in conformity with the shape
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and style of the garment. This helps to keep the lining in
place and prevents it from wrinkling and sagging,
BUTTONS
Manufacturers have become convinced that it pays to finish
a garment with the finest quality buttons, looping, olives, and
linings. The buttons used today are made of gallith, a strong,
lustrous, and vory durable material on the same order as bone
buttons. They wore made in place of the cheap celluloid buttons
which v;ere both hollow and inflammable, in use years ago,
LOOPING
Looping is a very important item., for it is subject to a
great deal of wear. T^e^pef q^oq^ ^-t^ m.ust be constructed in such
a way as to meet this constant use. Elastic looping is still
used extensively even though the elasticity gives way in a
short tim.e. It does not contract to its original shape, it
begins to tear and look stringy, thereby spoiling the appear-
ance of the coat in a short tine. Nov/over, cotton and silk,
rayon, and all silk looping is rapidly replacing the unsatis-
factory elastic looping. All silk looping is considered to be
the best beaause of its strength, appearance, and durability.
OLIVES
"in our trade the majoritjr are using the little crochet
buttons under the collar, and in many instances are using a
gallith 45 ligne olive to match the popular 70 ligne buttons
1.
used on coats."
1. llr. H. D. Pollack.
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LINING
li'any irianufacturers use a mediuni priced satin and crepe lin-
ing, with the satin and crepe reversed in the finishing of thSir
garments for stock and to order. Flashy linings arc not in
such deriand as they \Yerc a few years ago. At the present time
there is a noticeable general trend to the more conservative
colors, namely; brown, black, st-cel gray and green,, used either
plain, or in a harmonious color combination. Cashmere cloth,
made of wool, with satin yokes, armshields and v/indshields , is
used for lining sport coats.
V/ADDIrlCr
TTool vradding is used in finishing fur scarfs. Original
wool wadding is made of all v/ool, chemically treated in order
to protect the scarf from becoming moth eaten. In addition to
this the Mool v^adding keeps the scarf in shape.
HUFF BSD
3
I'.uff Beds are used in finishing muffs. They are made of
feather proof material and are filled with live feathers in or-
der to give the muff its proper shape, '^his is to make the i;iuff
light in v/eight, and warm for comfort.
SCARF SUPPLIES
In addition to the wadding used for finishing fur scarfs,
there arc a fev; other minor but necessary supplies that are used.
These may be mentioned without giving an explanation of their
use or their description. Manufacturers use the follov/ing
supplies on fur scarfs: ball snaps, chains, springs, cork heads,
rubber heads, and eyes.
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IIov/ Fur Garment 3 arc rianufactured
"The fur manufacturing industry also is centered large-
ly in Nev; York. Of the 2,756 establishments reporting to the
Bureau of the Gcneus in 1927, 2,029 v/erc in Ilev; York, 228 in
Illinois, 106 in Femisylvania, 61 in California, 43 in r-iiine-
sota, 37 in ^hio, 37 in Vfisconsin, 36 in I'assachusetts , 24 in
V/ashington, 23 in Kichigan, 21 in I.'.aryland, 20 in Iowa, 19 in
llissouri, 16 in Nov/ Jersey, 10 in the District of Columbia,
8 in Indiana, 7 in I'aine, 6 in Oregon, 5 in Connecticut, 3 in
Colorado, 3 in Hontana, 3 in Nebraska, and the remaining 11 in 10
other states,
"ThG total value of products in 1927 is given as §299,615,047,
the largest figure on record. This ivas a gain of 17,8 per cent
over the previous figures for 1925. The Bureau of the Census
furnished totals in 1927 to shov/ the proportionate value of "the
1.
different products of the industry. The figures follow:
Fur Products of The United States, By Kind, 'Quantity, and
Value, 1927
Fur and fur -lined overcoats: Fur robes:
11en's- Number 5 461
number 47 424 Value 5790 493
Value $3 869 238 Fur trimmings,
T/omen's- Value §87 81'7,050
Number 1 658 043 Other fur and fur-
Value 5156 851 144 lined goods,value $5 918 479
Fur neck pieces: Sheep-lined gaments
:
Number 332 441 Num.ber 916 306
Value §14 112 848 Value $5 380 191
Fur hats and caps: Other products ,val, §2 503 031
Number
.
39 730 Custom work and
Value s?265 228 repairing ,value §20 037 409
Receipts for
contract work §2 069 936
Total Value §299 615 047
1. "Fur Resources of the United States" pp 47 2c 48.
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"The fur trade feels that it renders an important social
service in adding to thcheauty and comfort of life by trans-
forming a by-product of agriculture, the skins of both \7ild and
domestic animals, into fur garments. The control of some of
the smaller fur bearers is essential to the farmer because
their very fecundity enables them, not only to survive as species
under the m.ost persistent trapping, but v/ithout such control
they T^ould increase to inordinate numbers. Indeed, if furs as
wearing apparel v;ere unpopvilar and their use were to decline
materially, much of the good v/ork of the Audubon societies and
similar organizations interested in the protection of bird life
would be undone in a very fevr years, and the loss the farmers
1.
would suffer could only be estimates."
Fur garments are manufactured for stock and to order. As
a rule the proprietor purchases practically all of the necessary
raw material in advance for the coming season; this gives him
an opportunity to obtain better merchsmdise at a lower price.
The head of the house must also keep in close tou.ch with the
leading style centers of the world so that the garments he
m.anufactures for the approaching season will be readily accepted
by his customers as being up-to-date.
DESIGNER
A manufacturer doing business on a large scale must have
a designer. A first class designer creates styles, makes papier
and canvas patterns, and checl^ up to see that the garment is made
in accordance v/ith the style and size of the pattern. In addi-
tion to this, the designer must carefully plan the shape of the
garment and the arrangement of skins in relation to one another
1. "Fur Resources of the United States." pp 47 and 48.
II
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so that the finished garment will bring out the beauty of the
fur.
First of all, ho makes a paper pattern that conforms to
the style and size specifications he obtained v/hile taking the
customer's or model's measure. As soon as the paper pattern is
satisfactoraly completed, a canvas pattern is made and tried
on a living model. All necessary alterations are made on the
canvas, then the same changes are made on the paper pattern
before the work is brought to the factory,
FACTORY FORIiJlAN
He receives the paper pattern and all necessary raw
material, together with special instructions concerning the jbb
He enters all the necessary infomiation on a production card,
particularly noting the date on which the garment must be tried
on and the date on which it m.ust be finished. It is his respon
sibility to maintain a uniform production schedule so that the
quantity and quality of the work turned out will meet the stand
ards set by the house. In assigning work to the factory em-
ployees, the foreman first approaches the cutter. He gives the
cutter the paper pattern, a lot of matched skins, and all the
necessarj'- instruction for that particular job. At the end of
the day he collects all of the workers' time slips, and makes
out material transfer slips for all materials put in production
sending both to the accounting office.
GUTTER
The cutter is a skilled artisan. It takes natural ability
plus several years of apprenticeship before a man can become
competent to do this work. To be successful in this work.
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the cutter nust have an exceptionally good eye for color and a
thorough knonledge of the naterial itself.
From the matched lot of skins, the cutter selects the onas
most nearly alike in size, color, and texture suitable for the
garment, laying aside any extra skins for later use if necessary
As soon as he has the garment tentatively laid-out, the actual
cutting process begins.
In doing this v;ork he repairs all damages to the skin, ho
cuts away the short-haired parts; putting each skin in first
class condition and shaping the skin somev/hat at the sane time
so that it will confom to the paper pattern,
OPERATOR
Both men and women are employed in doing this work. They
must have practically as much skill and dexterity as the cutter.
As a rule the operator is sewing his \7ork together as soon as
it is handed to hin by the cutter. This work is performed by
placing the t\7o parts, fur-side together, with both edges
exactly even, over-stitching, and then flattening out the seam*
To a certain extent sewing by hand is done on the more expensive
and delicate coats, but the overstitch machine is used in most
cases, because an experienced operator can do as good, if not
better, and far more rapid work,
NAILER
The v;ork of the nailer is important and should be given
more consideration than it generally receives in the trade.
His equipment consists of a board placed on a pair of "horses",
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a pair of pliers, a cutting knife, a needle and thread, and
a piece of v/hite chalk.
In accordance with the production schedule, he receives
the xvork in process from the operator and the pattern from
the cutter. He dampens the leather thoroughly, hut evenly,
so that the skin will bo workable. '.Thile the water is being
absorbed by the loather, he draws a chalk outline of the pattern
on a clean board.
After this preliminary work he is ready for the actual
work of nailing. Care must be observed for many complications
are likely to arise. As soon as the leather is in a workable
state, he places the piece to be nailed on the board in con-
formity to the chalk outline, fur-side down. By using nails
or pins he nails the piece to the board, stretching it, vrhere
necessary, to conform to the pattern.
As soon as each individual piece has been nailed, the
board is placed against the wall, overnight, to allow the
le^ither to dry oy evaporation under a normal temperature.
Artificial means to speed up the drying are very likely to
burn the leather, therefore it is more desirable to allow
it to dry slowly, evenly and thoroughly.
Under nomal weather conditions the leather will be dry
the following morning. The nailer v/ill put the board in its
place on the "horses," mark the outline of the pattern on the
leather, pull out the nails, and "square each part", that is,
he v^ill even up the edges by cutting off all extra material.
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If the leather is hard the various parts of the garnent are
druimned before they are squared. The drumming process re-
stores the leather to its natural softness. He then glazes
the fur' v;ith a damp brush, combing it out thoroughly, and then
hangs it up to dry.
FINISHER
The finisher receives all parts of the coat as soon as
the fur has dried after the glazing operation. He tapes the
edges to reinforce all parts of the garment that are to be
sewn together. Staying is sewn on top of the leather as a
protection against strain due to ordinary wear. Then the
garment is given to the operator for joining all of the
various parts of the coat; namely the body, the sleeves, the
cuffs, and the collar. Then the coat is given to the finish-
er who sev/s on the interlining,, buttons, olives and loops.
LIl^ER
Before the garment is lined, it is tried on a living
model in the presence of the designer who checks up on all
the necessary details to see if the fitting and v/orkmanship
meet the standard requirements. If anything v/rong is de-
tected in the garment, it is corrected at this tim^o. The
lining is cut according to the pattern and it is sevm in by
hand, special attention being given to the fit of the lining;
because if it should be drav/n in too tight or short, it can
throve the entire fit of the coat out of shape.

How Fur Garments Are Manufactured
FINAL INSP3CTI0N
The factory forenan inspects the garment to see that all
of the work is completed. He then sends it to the c;la.zing de-
partment where the fur is carefully glazed. On the following
day the examiner checks up on the workmanship and as soon as
the work meets with his approval, the garment is ready to he
placed in stock or to be delivered to the customer for whom it
1.
was made to order.
1, Personal Interview,
lir. Fred G. Kakas, President
Edward F. Kakas & Sons, Inc.,
93-95 Newbury 3t.
,
Boston, l.Iass.
I
Chapter 10
Gold Storage for Pelts and Garmonts
Furs should be protected during the warm Surmer months
by placing thorn in the hands of a reputable furrier for re-
pairs and storage. Gold storage for furs is recognized as a
practical system of refrigeration that keeps the temperature
in the vault slightly below freezing. Hunters, furriers,
merchants, and the wearers of furs, all agree that the most
satisfactory way of storing furs is to place them in a re-
frigerated space, v/hero their natural lustre is preserved,
and the dangers of fire, theft, moths, heat, and moisture
are avoided.
The cold storage plant is operated throughout the year.
Pelts are stored all year round because it is necessary to
have enough raw material on hand to meet the demands of the
trade. Pelts purchased during the raw fur season, that ex-
tends fi'om ITovember to January, must be kept in storage until
it is time to send them to the auction sales, generally held
in February. Although it is not necessary to place dressed :
fur skins in storage, it is best to do so, particularly X7ith
respect to the more perishable furs that will not be put in
process for some time.
It is the weather that controls the cold storage season
for garments. As a rule, the largest number of garments are
in storage betv/-een llay and October. Under normal weather
conditions the furrier F/'ill begin to receive gamients to
be stored about the m.iddle of April. From then on, there v;ill
be an increasing momenttim of business activity until the end
of F.ay. Still there are miany customers that store their furs
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in June, July and August.
As soon as the garment is received it is given a storage
number so that it nay he identified easily.. Then it is sent to
a room equipped with compressed air blowers where expert oper-
ators remove all dirt and moth larvae. When the garment has
been blown out 'oy the compressed air blower, it is carefully
inspected to see whether or not it was received in good condi-
tion and if any further work is necessary. If no further work
is necessary the garm.ent is sent to the cold storage vault.
All defects are noted on the com.bined storage and insurance
policy m.ailed to the customer, with enclosed bill. All cus-
tomers are notified, by letter, concerning the necessary re-
pairs that were noted when ^he garment v/as inspected. The
repairs are started as soon as the customer notifies the furrier
that the work should be done. '.Vhen the work is completed the'
garments are sent to the cold stoi-age vault. '^hey are hung on
racks three to four inches apart, in a cold room, where the
temperature is always kept at about 30 degrees. This pemits
the cold dry air to circulate throughout the entire vault.
The garments remain in the vault and are ready for de-
livery in the Fall. However, each garment is carefully in-
spected before being returned to the customer. Weather also
governs the tiir.e xrhen garm.ents will be taken out of storage.
Requests for delivery begin, to come in during .the early part
of October. '.7ith the approach of colder weather and imiport-
ant football games during the latter part of October and
i
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throughout the month of November, the furrier is stormed v/ith
requests for delivery.
"Gold storage has been the unquestioned method of caring
for fur apparel for generations. Long before vie were blessed
with refrigerating machinery, the cool underground vaults of
buildings, or the family cellar, or even the icehouse v/ere used
to protect the precious furs against the ravages of heat and
moths,
"As we have advanced in our knowledge of furs and chemis-
try we learned that fur to be safe from the moth grub must not
only be kept in a cool place where the m.oth eggs or larvae
v/ould not hatch out and get to work on the fur skin, but it
must also be perfectly clean, that is, free from all dust and
1.
moth eggs or germs."
It is hard to estimate the amount of potential business
that remains undone in this branch of the industry. Thousands
of people store their furs at home without realizing that it is
imsound economy. The smiall saving that they m.ake is more
than offset by the lack of care and the dangers to which the
garment is exposed to during the Sunmier m.onths. Only a small
percentage of the garments actually stored with a furrier have
the necessary special cleaning, repairing and" remodelling
attended to. However, it is believed that the leaders in the
fur industry are beginning to see the possibilities that are
open in this direction.
1, "Furs for Department Stores and Specialty Shops." July, 1930.
p. 16 Vol. 4 No, 9. Published by Fur Trade Review.
(i
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During the last three or four years a number of furriers
have "been protecting furs in storage "by fumigation instead of
by refrigeration. I'any in the trade believe that this nevr and
simple method will be in more general use v/hen its value and
lev/ operating cost is recognised* The endorsers of this
latest method claim that fumigation destroys all germs and moth
eggs. They claim that the danger of moths developing before or
after the coat goes into storage is eliminated as soon as it has
been properly treated in the fumigation cabinet. If this
latest method is found to be more practical and less costly
than the present r.ethod, it will no doubt be used more ex-
tensive ly.

Chapter 11
Financing, Accounting ,and Insurance llethods
Eriployed in the Fur Industry
Financing
Because of the peculiar nature of the fur business, the
problem of properly financing an enterprise in any branch of
the trade is vitally important and more delicate than in many
other lines of industry.
As a rule, the majority of concerns engaged in the fur
business are necessarily small individual proprietorships,
partnerships, joint stock companies and corporations, because
a great deal of personal supervision must be given by the man-
agement in carrying on the business. The financial set-up
must be elastic enough to take care of rapid changes in the
need for funds. Prices of rav/ materials and the volume of
business, both national and international, may readily
fluctuate from 10 to 50 per cent. In some branches of the
business the turnover is prompt and is on a cash basis in
buying and selling. T/hile in other branches of the industry
it may be necessary to pay cash, to carry the goods for a
considerable length of time, and finally sell the manufactured
product either on open accoiint or on the installment plan.
Finally, a concern must be prepared to carry on business dur-
ing a depression. The fur trade is largely a one line indus-
try for most individual concerns, because they deal in their
particular end of the business. It is still, to a certain
extent, a luxurjr business; therefore, it is one of the first
I
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to be affected "by a dovmward trend in trade, and one of the
last to be relieved when business conditions improve. How-
ever, it is a lucrative business, and if prudently managed
it can be carried on successfully.
In most cases, the initial capital is contributed by those
that are to be actively engaged in the business. Corporate
stock is closely held and very seldom sold to the general pub-
lic, or traded in the stock market. 'Then the enterprise is
successfully launched, the balance of the money required is
secured by borrowing from banks or buying on extended credit.
Further information on the method of financing and ex-
tending credit was obtained as the result of a personal inter-
1.
viev/ with a banker.
All requests for credit must be accompanied with a cert-
a.
ified copy of the latest financial statements, namely, the
Balance 3heet and the Profit and Loss Statement. After the
Statements are carefully analyzed the following facts are
weighed before a line of credit is rejected or established:
1. Net -Yorth.
2. 1.1oral Risk of the Individual,
3. How long has he been in business?
4. ',7hat branch of "the business is he in?
a. Trapper,
b. Gountrjr collector.
c. Raw fur dealer or distributor.
d. Auction Company,
e. Dresser c: Dyer.
f
.
Dressed fur dealer.
s. Ilaniifa6turer
,
h. Trimming m.an.
1. Retailer,
1. rr. T. Wagenhouzen, Assistant Credit man to r.r. Van Pelt.
The Bank of ilmiorica, 26th Street c: Seventh Ave.,New York Git;
a. The following copies arc appended at the end of this section'
1, Firm Statement or Individual Statement,
2. Corporation Statement,
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In granting: credit based upon the information derived
from investigation and analysis of statements, the following
principles are adhered to:
1. A 20/j balance must be maintained against borrowings.
2. The bank never loans to a man on his own paper or on
customers ' paper a sun exceeding the net worth,
3.. rioth goodwill and the value of machinery and fixtures
are elim.inated in considering net worth,
A line of credit is established for one year, provided
that the investigation of how the individual discharges his
obligations is found satisfactory. Secured loans are
primarily based upon the nature of the security. Unsecured
loans are based upon the financial statement and information
obtained from the investigation conducted.
The following credit instruments are commonly used for a
secured loan:
a. Discounted Customer's paper.
b. Domestic Letter of Credit.
c. Import Letter of Credit.
d. Negotiable V/arehouse Receipt.
e. Trust Receipt.
f. Prom-issory Note.
Host of the trappers get cash as soon as they sell their
pelts. Country collectors may either get cash or send their
pelts on consignment to rav/ fur dealers or distributors. The
distributors usually called rav7 fur dealers either purchase
locally, or import their requirements. They are financed
through the extension of secured or unsecured loans, and in
addition to this their sales are financed by the discounting
of customers' notes received in payment of merchandise sold.
Purchases made from auction companies are some times financed
i1
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through Domestic Letters of Credit, issued in favor of the
purchaser. Frequently, after the sale is nado the nerchandise
is placed in a warehouse, Hef^otiable Yarehouse Receipt s being
issued in the narae of the purchaser who endorses it to the bank
as security. Financing through Import Letters of Credit has
always been and will always be an important method in the fur
trade. In this case the letter of credit is issued in favor
of a customer of the bank, thereby financing purchases abroad.
As a letter is issued and drafts arc drawn against the credit,
merchandise arriving in the country may either be released on
Trust Receipts which for practical purposes are v/ithout se-
curity, or may be stored in a warehouse, the usual Negotiable
V/arehouse Receipt being issued in the name of the purchaser
and endorsed to the hank. Raw fur dealer or distributors and
auction companies also conduct a large am.ount of business on a
cash basis.
Fur dressers and dyers usually get cash, or som.etimes they
grant credit on a Promissory Note
.
They are financed princi-
pally by discounting customers* notes received in payment, there-
fore they do not borrov; on their own notes. Dressed fur deSil-
ers sell to sm.aller dealers or to manufacturers for cash, in
some cases, but generally on credit extending from, four to five
months. L.anufacturers of finished garments borrow either on
their ov/n notes, on customers* notes discounted, or occasion-
ally on other forms of security. Trimmiing men and retailers
buy on credit, but are ever ready to take advantage of an ex- •
c optional opportunity on a cash basis.
II
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Despite the fact that credit is extended with care,
there arc a large nmber of failures recorded during the
course of each year. Ton v/ith small capital, speculators,
incompetents, and weak credit risks largely swell the total
number of failures and the extent of liabilities involved.
Banks and trade associations, particularly the American
Fur r.erchants ' Association, Inc., are doing their best to
correct the situation.
Because of the long credit terns involved in the fur
business, a seller keeps in close touch with the credit
standing of potential and actual buyers. The credit stand-
ing of any merchant can be looked up in the mercantile
directories compiled by the Brads treet Company, and R. G, Dun
and Company. But in order to meet the demands of the fur
trade for up-to-the m.inute inf orm.ation. The American Pur
Merchants ' Association, Incorporated, is r.aintained at
333 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
1.
According to llr. J. II. Dleistein, the purpose of the
American Pur Herchants ' Association, Inc., is primarily to
advise its m.embers against making mistakes in granting credit
to their customers, not because the financial risk involved in
the fur business is any greater than is any other lines of
business, but because of the fact that the fur business, being
1. Personal Interview.
Lir. J.Ii.Bleistein Proprietor Also President of
J.H.Bleistein, Inc., The Ar.ierican Pur I'e reliant s '
130 W. 30th Street, Association, Inc.,
New York City 333 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
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a seasonable one, iTiay require relatively long credit terms as
compared uith other lines of business.
In other words, the Association's purpose is to maintain
a strict control over the basic credit standing of the members
of the industry, in so far as they are customers of the r.ember
of the American Fur Merchants' Association, Inc. To aid them
in their v7ork, each member is required to nail a certified
a.
copy of his financial statements annually. These customers,
who mall financial statements to the Association, are in most
instances manufacturing furriers or fur retailers. Trial
Balances must be submitted each m.onth. Each merchant's credit
standing is kept up-to-date by verification of the Financial
Statements, Comparing Trial Balances, verification, of Bank
Statements, ageing accounts, control of indebtedness of mom/oer
and keeping track of payments. V/hen all of this has been com-
pleted, the credit committee rates and issues the credit stand
ing of each m.ember. This inf onriation is supplied to inquiring
members either personally, by m.ail, or over the telephone.
In addition to gathering and issuing credit information,
and helping its members to carry business on successfully;
this association stands ready to give constructive help to its
members v/henever they arc in difficulty. Following this sam.e
policy, the members of the Association act through the Assoc ia
tion as a unit when it comes to the adjustment of insolvencies
Unified action is taken for the renewal of a note. In insol-
vencies the President has the pov/er to settle cases. The
a. Copy is appended at the end of this section.
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Association initiates prosecution against members for conceal-
ing assets and sends them to jai'l. By doing this the Associa-
tion keeps its members away from the ccmplicated machinery pr©-
vided to carry on the commercial laws of trade. Theirs is a
simple procedure and they render a verdict that is legal.
The v;ork of the American Fur Herchants ' Association, Inc,,
is not limited to that already described. In addition, it
publishes statistical data covering its membership for each
year and compares and analyzes the follov/ing items with the
results of preceding years;
(a)
.
Analysis of Sales.
(b)
.
Analysis of Insolvencies.
(c)
.
Extent of Liabilities,
(d)
.
Association Losses.
(e)
.
Analysis of Ratings.
(f)
. Per cent of Losses on Sales,
(g) . Percentage of Recoveries on Insolvencies,
An analysis of the members^ sales on credit is sho?m by
reports covering the Analysis of Sales . Credit sales for the
past five years are listed and totaled. Then the annual
arithmetic average is computed by dividing the number of
years (5 in this case) into the total credit sales. The
per cent of in cre'^.s©; or decrease in the volume of sales for
the past year, as compared v/ith the average, is then indicated.
Finally, a comment is made for any notable rise or slump in
the trend of sales for any particular month during the past year.
4
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The numcer ol' railures in the b'xir InauF.try, as shown by
the reccrdr of the Association, is compiled in the report
covering the Analysis of Insolvencies . 'i:-.i£ total is broken
u:: to shovf the number that arose in Lev/ York City sna the
number th&.t occurred in other cities throughout the Unitea
States, ihen a comparison is made, covering the same period
for the preceding year.
A comparison of the total liabilities reported for t.-is
yep-T is made v/ith the same period of the preceding year, show-
ing tr.e ;::jxi.ent or Liabilities . I:.e increase or aecresse in
liabilities, as the case may be, is also reported.
A ssociation Losses, compares the losses sustained 'cy
memuers or tr^e Associetion auririg "Liie current year v.itn losses
during the same period for the previous year. Ihe increase
or decrease is snov/n. ihe per cent of association losses to
the total lorses is reportca for tr.c current perlca. xhis
is compared with the per cent of the previous period, ana the
Increase or decrease in per cent ano aollars is sriovrn.
In the Analysis of reatlr^s , a study is made of the fail-
ures that were reported auring the past year, some of which
were rated during the preceding year. Ihis analysis is set up
in the following form:
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Rating Total Logsgs Ass 'n. Losses Per cent of
Ass 'n. losse s
A. $
B.
C.
D.
E.
P,
X.
No Rating, No Report
Y. 5: Z.
The total sales reported by merabers must appear first on
the report shov/ing the Percent of Losses on Sales. Then the
Gross Losses sustained by members of the association for the
same period are recorded. Finally, the ratio of losses on
sales is shov/n in per cent as computed from the figures sub-
mitted.
It is the Legal Depa.rtment that reports on the Percentage
of Recoveries on Insolvencies. Unfortunately, the per cent of
recovery is not as large as it should be, because members per-
sist in extending credit to customers v/ith X, Y, Z ratings and
Non-Rated Accounts, that are responsible for over one-third of
the losses sustained.
During the course of the year the Association keeps the
members informed by publishing, each month, the information
described above.
It renders a valuable service to the members of the
Association by maintaining a xrell organized Report Depart-
ment, Collection Department, Telephone Infomation Depart-
ment, Bookkeeping Department, and Arbitration Department.
It participates in movem.ents that are a benefit to the fur
I
100%
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trade. It opposes all movenGnts that would bo detrimental to
the trade. National and International meetings are held for
the purpose of improving the methods of carrying on the fur
bus iness.

CH.IOO WH* m«t
Credit Department
FIBM STATEMENT
INDIVIDUAL STATEMENT
Date Established
NAME
Address business
- BANKoTAMERJCA
NATIONAI. ^ASSOCIATION ^
For the purpose of inducing The Bank of America National Association, to extend credit, direct or otherwise, to me/us from time to
time, the following statement and information are given, setting forth my/our financial condition on 19....
IAVE expressly agree to notify The Bank of America National Association of any material reduction of financial responsibility.
In consideration of the granting of such credit, I/we also agree that if I/we fail at any time, or become insolvent, or commit an act
of bankruptcy, or if any of the presentations made below prove to be untrue, or if I/we fail to give notice of any material change, as heretofore
agreed, then, and in such case, all of my/our obligations held by you shall become due and payable immediately without demand or notice, and
the same may be charged against the balance of any deposit account I/we have with you, I/we hereby giving you a continuing lien upon such
balance of deposit account from time to time existing to secure all of my/our obligations held by you.
ASSETS All blank spaoes must be filled in, the word
"none" to be used where this term applies. LIABILITIES
Cash on Hand Notes Payable to Banks(Must Correspond ivlth Column 2 Schedule A)
Cash In Banks (As Listed under Schedule A) Notes Payable for Merchandise
Kotes Receivable of Customers
(Within Terms of Sale) Notes Sold Throng:h Brokers
Acceptances of Customers
(Within Terms of Sale) Notes Payable to Others
Accounts Receivable of Customers Due Branches or Associated Companies
Due from Other Sources Accounts Payable for Merchandise
Merchandise Finished (At Cost or Market) Accounts Payable Past Due
Unfinished (At Cost or Market) Funds on Deposit with this Firm
Raw Material (At Cost or Market) Taxes: Federal $ Other $
V. S. Gov. Securities Due Partners and Others
Other Current Assets: (As Listed under Schedule B)
Other Current I>iabilitles
(As Listed under Schedule E)
Total Current Assets Total Current liiabiiitles
Due from Controlled or Allied Companies Chattel Mortgragres
Due from Partners, Employees, Etc. Real Estate Mortgagres
Real Estate and Buildings
(As Listed under Schedule G)
Machinery and Equipment Other Liabilities (Ai Listed under .Schedule F)
Investments (As Listed under Schedule C)
Frepald Insurance, Taxes, Etc. Total Liabilities
Good Will, Patents, Drawings, Etc. Reserves, Depreciation, Plant and Equipment
Accounts Receivable of Customers Past Due Reserves, Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts
Stocks in Assoc. or Affil. Companies
Other Assets: (As Listed under Schedule D Net Worth
Total $ Total $
Amount of Notes or Acceptances of Customers, Discounted, Sold, or Otherwise Transferred, Not Included In Above Assets $
All blank spaces must be filled in, the word
"none" to be used where this term applies.
Profit and LiObs
Gross Sales
Liess Returns, Etc.
Net Sales
Less Cost of Sales—Merchandise $
Productive L,abor S
Overhead Expense S
Gross Profit on Sales
I^ess Administrative and Selling: Expense
Net Profit on Sales
Other Income—Interest s
Discounts $
Commissions s
Investments $
Gross Income
I,ess Charges—Interest $
Discounts $
Bad Debts $
Depreciation (Plant, Etc.) $
Depreciation (Merchandise)
Net Income
Less Withdrawals:
Net Gain (or Deficit) for Period
Net Worth (Previous Fiscal Period)
Net Worth as shown in Balance Sheet Herewith
Amount of Merchandise Received on Consignment $ Amount of Merchandise Shipped on Consignment $
Fire Insurance on Mercliandise $ Buildings and Equipment $
Life Insurance Carried by Members of Firm Amounts to Person (s) Insured
Are your Outstanding Receivables covered by Credit Insurance?
If you have any Mortgage Indebtedness, please state what Assets have been pledged as Security therefor:
Are any of your Assets pledged, hypothecated or subject to any lien, except as mentioned in the preceding paragraph?
If so please give details;
None of the above Liabilities are secured by collateral or otherwise (Except)
Upon what basis is merchandise Inventoried?
If you have any doubtful or slow accounts, please state what provision has been made therefor:
In what amount is your firm contingently liable on the following?:
Customer's notes discounted, sold or otherwise transferred
Upon drafts negotiated
For accommodation endorsements
For guarantees given
Upon bonds or other obligations for others
Under contracts of purchase agreements.
Under pending law suits
Under contract for purchase of merchandise
Are any of your members contingently liable as endorsers or gruarantors as specified under previous heading?
Give names of brokers, if any, to whom your paper is sold
State usual selling terms
State usual purchase terms
If the firm has any branch offices state location and how accounts are handled with parent ofllce.
All blank spaces must be filled In, the word
"none" to be used where this term applies.
If the firm oi* any member Is connected with any other bnstness, state name and natnre of the onslness and extent to which Interested.
The following named books of acconnt are kept
If your books are audited periodically by certified acconntants, state when last audited and by whom
What was the Amount of your maximum and minimum indebtedness during the year and the date of each
BANKS OF DEPOSIT (SCHEDULE A) COLUMN (1) COLUMN (2)
NAME ADDRESS BALANCE OWING LINESGRANTED
OTHER CURRENT ASSETS (SCHEDULE B)
INVESTMENTS (SCHEDULE C)
OTHER ASSETS (SCHEDULE D)
OTHER CUH'itENT LIABILITIES (SCHEDULE E)
OTHER LIABILITIES (SCHEDULE F)
DATE OF PARTNERSHIP DATE OF EXPIRATION.
GENERAL PARTNERS SPECIAL PARTNERS
NAME Amount Con-tributed
Net Worth Out-
side this business NAME
Amount Con-
tributed
Partner
Until
TRADE REFERENCES (GIVE AT LEAST 6)
I/We hereby certify that the foregroing: figrures are taken from my/our books and that they and the statements contained on both sides of
this sheet are true and give a correct showing of my/our financial condition.
NAME
Engaged in business of. By (Member of Firm or Proprietor)
Location Date Signed
(SEE OVER)
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Credit Department
CORPORATION STATEMENT
Date Established
.
Date Incorporated
NAME (CorporalA Title)
ADDRESS BUSINESS
TO
.^e BANKo/AMERJCA
NATIONAL ^ASSOCIATION ^
For the purpose of inducing The Bank of America National Association to extend credit, direct or otherwise to us from time to time, the
following statement and information are given, setting forth our financial condition on 19. . .
.
We exoressly agree to notify The Bank of America National Association of any material change of financial responsibility.
In consideration of the granting of such credit, we also agree that if we fail at any time, or become insolvent, or commit an act of liank-
ruptcy, or any of the representations made below, prove to be untrue, or if we fail to give notice of any material change, as heretobefore agreed,
then, and in such case, all our obligations held by you shall become du e and payable immediately without demand or notice, and the same may
be charged against the balance of any deposit account we have with you, we hereby giving you a continuing lien upon such balance of deposit
account from time to time existing or any other property of ours in your possession or custody to secure all of our direct or indirect obliga-
tions held- by you.
ASSETS All blank spaces must be filled In, the word
"none" to be used where this term applies.
LIABILITIES
Cash on Hand Notes Payable to Banks(Must Correspond with Column 2 Schedule A)
Cash in Banlcs (As Listed under Schedule A) Notes Payable for Merchandise
Notes Receivable of Customers
(Within Terms of Sale) Notes Sold Through Brokers
Acceptances of Customers
(Within Terms of Sale) Notes Payable to Others
Acconnts Receivabie of Customers Due to Controlled or Allied Companies
Doe from Other Sources Accounts Payable for Merchandise
Slerchandise Finished (At Cost or I^^rhet) Accounts Payable Past Due
Unfinished (At Cost or Market) Funds on Deposit with this Corporation
Baw Material (At Cost or Market) Taxes: Federal $ Other $
U. S. Gov. Securities Due Officers, Stockliolders and Employees
Other Current Assets: (As Listed under Schedule B)
Other Current liiabilities
(As Listed under Schedule H)
Total Current Assets Total Current I.iabilities
Due from Controlled or Allied Companies Chattel Mortgages
Due fiom Officers, Stocliholders or
Employees, Etc. Real Estate Mortgages
Real Estate and Buildings
(As Listed under Schedule G) Bonded Debt (Due )
Machinery and Equipment Other Liabilities (As Listed under Schedule F)
Investments (As Listed under Schedule C)
Prepaid Insurance, Taxes, Etc. Total liiabilities
Good Will, Patents, Drawings, Etc. Reserves, Depreciation, Plant and Equipment
Accounts Receivable of Customers Past Due Reserves, Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts
Capital Stock Outstanding Preferred
Stocks in Assoc. or Affil. Companies Capital Stock Outstanding Common
Other Assets: (As Listed under Scheiiole D Surplus and Undivided Profits
Total $ Total $
Amount of Notes or Acceptances of Customers, Discounted, Sold, or Otherwise Transferred, Not Included in Above Asseta $
All blank spaces must be filled in, the word
"none" to be used where this term applies.
Profit and I.0S8 Statement for Fiscal Tear Ending 19....
Gross Sales
I.ess Returns, Etc.
Net Sales
I.e8S Cost of Sales—Merchandise S
Productive Labor $
Overhead Expense $
Gross Profit on Sales
Less Administrative and Selling; Expense
Net Profit on Sales
Other Income—Interest t
Discounts S
Commissions S
Investments $
Gross Income
Xess Charges—Interest $^
Discounts $
Bad Debts $
Depreciation (Plant, Etc.) $
Depreciation (Merchandise)
Net Income
Less Dividends:
Preferred Shares (Bate ) $^
Common Shares (Bate ) $_
Xet Gain (or Deficit) for Period
Surplus and Undivided Profits (Previous Fiscal Year)
Surplus and Undivided Profits shown in Balance Sheet Herewith
Amount of Merchandise Received on Consignment $ Amount of Merchandise Shipped on Consignment $
Fire Insurance on Merchandise $ Buildings and Equipment $
Life Insurance for Benefit of Company Amounts to $ Person (s) Insured
Are your Outstanding Beceivables covered by Credit Insurance?
If your Company has any Mortgage or Bonded Indebtedness, please state what Assets have been pledged as Security therefor;
Are any of your Assets pledged, hypothecated or subject to any lien, except as mentioned in the preceding paragraph?
If so please give details:
>'one of the above Liabilities are secured by collateral or otherwise (Except)
Upon what basis is merchandise Inventoried?
If you have any donbtfnl or slow acconnts, please state what provision has been made therefor;
In what amount Is yonr company contingently liable on the following?:
Costomer's notes discounted, sold or otherwise transferred upon drafts negotiated
For guarantees given
Upon bonds or other obligations for others
Under contracts of purchase agreements.
Coder pending law suits
Under contract for purchase of merchandise
All blank spaces must be filled In, the word
"none" to be used where this term applies.
Are any of your officers contingently llnMe as endorsers or goarantorg as specified nnder prcTlons heading?
(ilve names of brokers. If a«y, to whom yonr paper is sold
If your paper bears personal endorsement s, please give net worth of endorsers exclnslve of their Interest In this company
State nsnal selling terms
State nsnal pnrchase terms
The following named books of account are kept ^
If your books are audited periodically by certified accountants, state when last audited and by whom
What was the Amount of your maximum and minimum Indebtedness during the year and the date of each
BANKS OF DKPOSIT (SCHEDUI.E A) COLUMN (1) COLUMN (2)
NAME ADDRESS BALANCE OWING LINESGRANTED
OTHER CURRENT ASSETS (SCHEDULE B)
INVESTMENTS (SCHEDULE C)
OTHER ASSETS (SCHEDULE D)
OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES (SCHEDULE E)
OTHER LIABILITIES (SCHEDULE F)
PRINCIPAL STOCKHOLDERS AND OFFICERS Shares Owned WORTH OUTSIDE OF CORPORATIONCommon Preferred AMOUNT DETAILS
TRADE REFERENCES (GIVE AT LEAST 6)
We hereby certify that the foregoing figures and those on the back hereof are taken from our books and that they are true and give a correct
showing of our financial condition.
NAME.,
DATE SIGNED BY
(SEE OVER)
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The American Fur Merchants^ Association, Inc*
333 Seventh Avenue
New York
Dear Sir:-
Please send us by mail your latest statement
showing your financial condition filled in on the follow-
ing blanks, certified to by a Certified Public Accountant.
All statements submitted to the Association
must have a detailed inventory of merchandise attached,
showing separately raw material, finished merchandise and
merchandise in the process of manufacture.
Yours truly,
THE AMERICAN FUR MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION, INC.
ACTUARY.
Furnished, made and sent through the U. S. Mail,
Received:
—
The Following Statement is made to the members of
The American Fur Merchants' Association, Inc,
New York City
333 Seventh Avenue
For the purpose of obtaining credit from its members
Name of Firm or Corporation / Names of Partners or Officers
Address
Business : Furs
Insert here Date of Statement and Inventory
ASSETS
Cash on hand
Cash in Bank „
Bills Receivable for Merchandise (Notes)
actual value
Other Bills Receivable
Accounts Receivable for Merchandise not
over 1 year old and good (net)
Other Accounts Receivable _ .
Accounts Receivable over one year old.-.—.
/ Skins
Merchandise at cost < Silks and Supplies
' Mfd. Goods
Machinery & Fixtures, actual value
Real Estate, actual value -
Other Assets, actual value
(indicate of what composed)
Total Assets _ $
Total Sales for the year „_
Fire Insurance _
Burglar Insurance _
Amount of contingent liabilities
Have any of the Partners confidential liabilities
not mentioned in the above statement; if so,
amount thereof?
How much have you bought in 1929 with dating
of 1930?
DIRECT LIABILITIES
OF ALL KINDS IN AND OUT OF THE BUS
For Merchandise from last year $
On Open Account for Merchandise
On Notes given for Merchandise
Owing to Banks
To others for Borrowed Money
On Deposit - _
Reserved for Excess Profits and Income
Tax _
Mortgage on Real Estate __-
Other indebtedness, including Confidential
Money
Total Amount of Indebtedness $
Net Worth to Balance $
Total „ __ $
Bank and Trade References:
Will you retain your books of the previous year till the end of this year?
Do you keep a record containing a detailed schedule of your merchandise mentioned in the above statement?
The foregoing statement, both written and printed is true to tlie personal knowledge of the undersigned and contains all in-
debtedness for confidential money owed by any member of the firm.
We keep a Ledger, Cash Book, Stock Book, Sales Book, Calculation Book and (Cross out bookE
not kept and insert any others) in which the various items contained in this statement appear.
For the purpose of obtaining credit from the members of your Association and with the intention that it should be reliec
upon by them, there is submitted herewith a statement of our financial condition. The figures contained therein are recorded ir
our books of account which are kept by us (me) in the regular course of our (my) business, are a true and active transcript of our
(my) said books; the facts and figures contained in the following statements have been compared by the undersigned with th€
entries in our (my) said books and they are true and accurate to the personal knowledge of the undersigned, and are a true state-
ment of assets, liabilities and net worth of this business.
Has this statement been audited by your Accountants?
Name of Accountants
Address of Accountants
I (we) hereby certify that the above statement is the true and accurate financial condition of the company as of
Signature of Accountant Signature of firm or corporation
By Whom
,
KILL OUT STATEMENTS ON PAGE THREE
A COPY OF YOUR MERCHANDISE INVENTORY SHOULD BE ATTACHED TO THIS STATEMENT
Please have your statement certified to by a Certified Public Accountant, as the certification will greatly facilitate the work of
the Association, and aid in suggesting the proper credit rating for you.
IBeginning.
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
, 19 , and Ending , 19.
jT OF GOODS SOLD:
iventory at Beginning
urchases
'ressing and Dyeing
abor (Inside and Outside)
rimmings and Supplies
btal Cost of Goods
ess Inventory at End Per List Attached
lost of Goods Sold
ss Profit (or Loss) from Operations
RINSES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS
icers' (or Partners' Salaries)
)ffice Salaries
Lent, Insurance, Interest
i)ther Business Expenses
depreciation
ad Debts
Total Expenses and Deductions
: Profit (or Loss) from Operations
HER INCOME:
)n Sales of Securities
^liscellaneous Income
Total Other Income
Income (or Loss) for the Period
RECONCILIATION OF CAPITAL
Beginning , 19 , and Ending , 19.
J)ital at Beginning of Period
Id
Uitional Contributions to Capital..
and Loss Adjustments
J Profit for the Period—As Above
TOTAL CAPITAL
.Total Capital Brought Forward
DEDUCT
.Drawings (Exclusive of Salaries)....
.Dividends or Other Charges
.Net Loss for the Period—As Above
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS ..
.Capital at End of Period
MEMBERS
OF THE
AMERICAN FUR MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION, In
NEW YORK CITY
0*
Abraham Fur Co.
ADELMAN JOS. 8t SON
AOLER. JACOB a SON
AMERICAN Union Bank
ANIS J. Be LlPPMAN
Anshen Louis
apfelbaum Herman. Inc.
ARONIN. M. a SONS
Art Silk Co.
Ash Fur Co.
ASHTON a WOLFORD. INC.
Atkins. L. G. Co., Inc.
auerbach. louis
Baikal Fur Trading Corp.
Bak Fur Corp.
Balk B.
Bank OF America
Bank of U. S.
Bank OF the United States
bank of yorktown
Baron F. Corp.
Bauer. Samuel a Sons. Inc.
Benjamin. Jacob
Berlin. Nathan
BERNSTEIN. Alex A.. Inc.
Bernstein, m. a Sons
BILDNER. a SCHEY
BLEISTEIN. J. H.. INC.
Blustein. David a Bro.
Bly a Winner
Breecker Bros.
Breitman. m. a Son
BRENNER BROS.
BRICKNER a BERNFIELD, INC.
Brilliant silk mfg. Co., Inc.
Brimberg Bros.. Inc.
Broadway national bank a
TRUST Co. (The)
BROD. Morris
Brosterman m. a Co.
Brown a Sokalner
buchsbaum joseph
Buchspies M. B.. Inc.
BURNSTIN. A., Co. INC,
C. F. T.. Inc.
CANADIAN FUR AUCTION SALES
CO.. LTD.
Cantor a Angel. Inc.
CARACUL Fur Co.. Inc.
central National Bank
Chaplinsky. m.
CHASE National Bank
Chatham a phenix National
Bank
Cherny Fur Co., inc.
Citroen, J.
Cohen. J. a Sons Fur Co.. Inc.
Cohen Louis a. a Bro.. Inc.
Cohen. Michael a Prensky
Cohen. Simon A. Fur Co., Inc.
Chapal. Freres C. a E. a CiE.
Cohen a Topper
Cohn B. a Son
Competent Fur Dressers, Inc.
Continental Fur Corp.
Creative Silks. Inc.
Credit Trading Corp.
Damman Bros.
Dannenberg. mannie
Deifik a Prufer
Derby velvet Co.
Diamond. Nathan
DICKLER a ORENSTEIN
Dinerstein Bros., Inc.
Doctor Samuel
Edelman, Samuel
Edelman. a. S. St Co., Inc.
Eisenbach. Alfred
Eisenbach. Harry a Co.
Eitington-Schilo Co.. Inc.
Ellman a Gitelman, Inc.
Elm Fur Co,
Ente. Henry
Epstein, E. a Son
Encle, Henry H. Inc.
Equitable Trust Co. of N. Y.
Essenfeld a Co.
EULENSTEIN EMIL PAUL
FISCHLER BROS.
Flam. Adolph
Fox GEO. I. CORP.
Fox s Cabl Sons
Fraser. Alfred
Friedman. L. aw.. Inc.
Friedman. Paul a Sons
fuchs a mandel
FUERST a STEINLAUF
Fur Brokers Association of
THE City of new York
Fur Dressers- a Fur Dyers'
ASS'N, INC.
FURRIERS Supply Corp.
Gabbe. Herman a Bro.. Inc.
Ganss. Herman. Inc.
Gaudig G. a Blum Corp.
Gellis-Kaplan Co.. Inc.
General Hide a Skin Corp.
Gerber Harry
Gitler a Co., Inc.
Glass a schulman
Goedecke. Oscar A. a Son
Goetze. Freres. Inc.
Gold. A. S. a Bro.. Inc.
Goldsmith, a Solow, Inc.
Goldstein, A. a Son
Goldstein. S. a Bro.
Goodman Bros.
GoRSTEiN & Miller
Greenbaum a Levey
Greenwald Bros.
Gross a Hepner
Grossman. Bros.
Haimowicz, H.
Harris. B. Wool Co.
Hart a Ritter, Inc.
Hausner Louis
HENBERT Silk Co.
Herman. Sol
Herman I. a Sons
HERNE Walter L. Co.. Inc.
Herskovits. Albert a Sons. Inc.
Herzig. a HART. Inc.
Hollander A. a Son. Inc.
Hollanderizing Corp. OF
America
Holman. B.. Inc.
Hong Kong a Shanghai Bank-
ing Corp. •
Hotchner Bros. Corp.
Huth Fred k a Co.
Industrial Nat l Bank of N. Y.
International Fur Merchants".
Inc.
international Germanic Trust
Co.
International Union Bank
intersales corp. of america
Irving Trust Co.
Itzkoff. M. a Sons
Jacobson. Bros.,
jacobeon. a kupitsky
JAFFE. G. H. a I. INC.
Jardine. Matheson a Co.
Kahn, Samuel a Son
KALB, Charles
Kaplan a Kaplan, Inc.
Kassman. Nathan
Kassvan a mancher
kaufman-panitch Co., Inc.
ke3tenbaum bros.
Kh£el, A. a Sons, Inc,
Kirschner, a. M., Inc.
Kirzon, a.
Klein, Sol
Klein. Ben a Co.. Inc.
Klein a Bernstein
Kleinman a Schwartz
Klepner S. a Sons
Klugman's Julius Sons, Inc.
Knerll-marks Co.. Inc.
Koenigswerther Heinrich, M.,
Inc.
KoFSKY Bros., Inc.
Kramer Bros, a Greenspan. Inc.
Krieger isaoore. Inc.
Kruskal a Kruskal, Inc.
Laskin J., a Sons, Inc.
Lauder F. V.
lefcourt Normandy National
Bank
LEHMAN, L. a Son
LEHMAN a SEIDMAN
Levin Fur Co.
Levy, Julius a Co.
LEwiN Curtis Fur Corp.
Lewis Jacob
lichtenstein m. a Bro.
Liebergall Bros. Co.
LOSHAK N.
Mallet Jean Inc.
mallinson h. R. a Co., Inc.
Manufacturers Trust Co.
Margolyes a. B.. Inc,
margulies a Ratner, Inc.
maron. Max
Maurer, m. J. a Bro.
Mayfair Silk Corp.
meehan, Daniel F. Inc.
Mehlhorn, Levy a Levine. Inc,
Meiselman a felsenstein
meisels. Henry
Meskin Bros.
MEYERsoN J.. Inc.
MiDTOwN Bank
MILL Fur Corp.
MILLER, B. a H.. Inc.
MiNowiTZ Fur Corp.
MITCHELL. F. B.
MoDLiN, M. a Son
MONJO. F. N.
Moos Fur Dyeing Corp.
MORRIS. Julius
Mutual Silk Co.
National City Bank of N. Y.
National park Bank
New YORK Auction Co., Inc.
New YORK Board of Fire Un-
derwriters (THE)
Newman a Stiel
Nirenberg. Abraham H.. Inc.
Northern Fur Co., Inc.
Ohsman Morris
Oriental Fur Corp.
Orion Silk Co.. Inc.
Pack a Co.
Pennsylvania Exchange Bank
Pertschuk a Co.
Pilgrim Silk Co., Inc.
Pines, A. a Son Inc.
PiNGLE Walter H. (B. Harris
Wool Co.)
Platky, William
Porter, Chas. S., Inc.
posner reuben a. a co. inc.
Pottasch Bros. Co., Inc.
Promynade Silk Co.
Public National bank
RabinoWitz, L. a Sons
RABiNowrrz. a Sutta
rafel a jacowitz
REICHENTHAL a ZUCKOFF
RELIABLE SILK MFG. CO.
RicHMAN. Philip
Roller. Joseph G.
Rose. Albert N. a Bros.. Inc.
Rosenbaum s Fur Corp.
Rosenberg. M. D. and Silbert
Rosenberg a Adler
ROSENBLAT. M. a SONS
Rosenblatt a Towbin
ROSENFELDER S. a SONS. INC.
Rosenthal a Beckerman, Inc
ROSNER. O.
Rotberg a Krieger
Roth Saltzman a Co. Inc.
ROTHENBERG. PH. a BRO.
Rothman William a Co.
Rubin. Paul
Rudoff. SchneyeR a Chaikin,
INC.
Sack a Bernstein
Sanditz Fur Co.
schapira bros.
Schekter a Kaplan
SCHELLER BROS.
ScHiLD. Joseph. Inc.
Schklar a Holleb
Schoen. Isaac A. a Sons
SCHOENBRUNN. L. a JULIUS KEL
LER
SCHREIBER. MILTON a CO., INC.
SCHWARTZ, M. J. T. INC.
Schwartz a Schwartz
Seifter Bros, a Koss
Selinger. Hyman
Sendler. Hyman
Shubert. a. b.. Inc.
silberman-Becker Corp.
Sobel. N., Inc.
sollender. H.
Solomon. Litwack a Silver. I
Speer Edward M., Inc.
Stein. Herman
Stein Phelps a Co., Inc.
Stein a Walzer
STEINBERG. Gold a Goldberg
Steiner Geo. Co.
Steiner. Joseph a Bros., Inc.
Sterling National Bank a
Trust Co.
Sternschein. Bros.
Strauss. Samuel. Sons a Co.,
Inc.
Superior Fur Dyeing Co.
SUSKIND a MONOSON
Taub-Sternbach Fur Corp.
Tesler. Max inc.
TMORER a HOLLENDER. INC.
Trade Bank of New York
Turk. I.
Ullman. N. Co.
U. s. Muff Bed Co., Inc.
VoRHAUs. B. a W.. Inc.
Wagner. J. a Son. Inc.
Wallach. M.
Weckstein, Jacob a Sons. In
Weckstein a Weckstein
Weil-Shvedsky Co., Inc.
Weinsc'henker Chas., Inc.
Weinschenker Bros,, Inc.
Weinstein Bros.
WEIflSTOCK, K.
Weinstock. Natt, Inc.
WEISS, art E. Co., Inc.
Welt, Meyer a Son
Wesley, GEO. W., Inc.
WiNOGRAD BROS.. INC.
WINTER a GAST
WOLMAN. Samuel
Workman. M. S. a J. A.. Inc.
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Accountinr;
1.
An interview v/ith : r. Urbain Robert, who has had con-
siderable experience in auditing the books of small corpora-
tions engaged in the fur business, produced the information
desired for this chapter.
The accounting methods employed in the fur industry v/ill
be discussed from the viewpoint of a small corporation.
Books kept:
Journal,
Gash Book.
General Ledger.
Accounts Receivable Ledger.
Invoice Register.
Cost Journal.
Subsidiary Records.
Departments
:
Garments and Scarfs,
Jobbing and Repairs.
Dressed Skins.
Cold Storage.
Financial Statements and Reports Compiled:
Profit and Loss Statement for each department,
11 anufac tur ing Statement,
Consolidated profit cind Loss Statement,
Balance Sheet,
State and Federal Tax Returns are filed.
Auditors Report and Recoinmendat ions are
presented to the management.
A discussion of the books kept may readily be dispensed
with, because the bookkeeping procedure is the same as in any
other tjTpe of business that requires a similar set of records.
A brief description of the four departments will serve to clear
up any doubt concerning the bookkeeping procedure for each one
and for the organization as a 7/hole.
1. LIr. Urbain Robert, CP. A.
Partner, Danforth, l.:agee £• Robert,
Public Accountants,
Park Square Building,
Boston, llass.

Ac counting
Garments and Scarfs constitute the finished goods inven-
tory of the manufacturer or retailer. It is the product that
is sold to the ultimate wearer.
Jobbing and Repairs include all of the repair and make-
over work for customers. In other \7ords, it includes all of
the work performed in the shop of the manufacturer, v/ith the
exception of stock made up for the finished goods inventory.
Dressed 3kins are the raw material of the furrier engaged
in a manufacturing and retailing business. This department
supplies both the Garments and 3carfs, and the Jobbing and
Repairs Departments with the required skins for manufacturing
and repairing purposes.
The Cold Storage Department is active practically all
year round, but particularly from the first of April to the
end of November, Customers ' furs are placed in storage for
a nominal charge. A very large percentage of the \7ork done by
the Jobbing and Repairs Department is obtained froii customers
who desire to have any necessary work on their garments com-
pleted before they arc placed in the cold storage warehouse.
All direct labor is charged to the respective depart-
ments. A fixed per cent of direct labor is charged as over-
head to the cost of sales in the first two departments dis-
cussed, namely; the Garments and Scarfs Department , and the
Jobbing and Repairs Department. Any variance bet7/een the
actual and standard overhead or manufacturing expense is taken
care of in the Unabsorbed Shop Expense Account.

Accounting
Strict control is maintained over inventories, particular-
ly in the Garments and Scarfs Department and the Dressed Skins
Department. It is the custom to take inventory at least once
a month to insure adequate control in these departments. The
Goods in Process Inventory must be taken at the end of the
fiscal period in preparation for closing the books.
There is a slight difference of opinion concerning the
proper time to close the books. Some concerns still persist
in closing their books at the end of the calendar year. In-
vestigation concerning the practice follov/ed by large houses
showed the following preferences: Raw Fur dealers, February 28
manufacturers and retailers, I.'. arch 31.
The set-up of the Profit and Loss Statements for each
departm.ent is as follows:
Exhibit A.
Garments and Scarfs Department
.
Gross Sales XXX
Less-Returns and Allowances XXX
Net Sales XXX
Deduct-Oost of Goods Sold :
Garments and Scarfs Inventory ,April 1,1929. XlQi
Garments and Scarfs Purchased XXX
Skins Used XXX
Findings Used ^C-CC
Direct Labor and Burden :CDv ^CC^
Less-Garments and Scarfs Inventory ,1.: arch 3,1950. X^IX X:{X
Gross Profit on Sales
Deduct-Qperating Expenses:
Salaries XKX
Rent XXX
Lighting XXX
Commissions XXX
i: iseellane ous x:C^ ^CS!
Gross Profit before deducting General Overhead ]CDC

Accoimting
Exhibit B
Jobbinf; and Repair s Departnient
.
Gross Sales
Less-Allowances
Net Sales
Deduct-Cost of Sale s:
Skins Used
Findings Used
Direct Labor
Burden
Gross Profit on Jobbing and Repair Sales
.
XXX
XXX
XXX
Dressed Skins Departnent.
Exhibit C
Gross Sales
Less-Returns and Allowances
Net les
Deduct-Cost of Sa les:
Dressed" Skins Invent orj?- ,April 1,1929. XXX
Skins Purchased XXX
Skins Returned by other Departments X:CC
T.ess-Skins Used by other IDGpartif.ents ICsX
Dressed Skins inventory.
i:arch 31,1930 XX^C
Gross Profit on Dressed Skins Sold.
Gold Storage Department.
XXX
xx:c
X}CI XXX
Exhibit
Gross Sales
Le s s-A 1 1ovfanc e s
Net Sales
Deduct-Operat ing Expenses ;
Salaries
Rent
Truck Expense
Insurance
H iscellaneous Expense
Gross Profit
XIC'C
XXX
X^LX
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Accounting
The followinn; shop expenses arc prorated over the Gar-
nents and Scarfs, and Jobbing and Repairs Department:
Salaries,
Rent.
Supplies Used,
Lighting.
Miscellaneous Expense,

Accounting
Balance Sheet
rarch 51,1950,
Assets
Current Assets;
Gash on Hand
Cash in Banli
Accounts Receivable
Less-Re serve for Bad Debts
•y^ Merchandise Inventories ;
Dressed Skins
Findings
Goods in Process
Garments and Scarfs
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets;
Store Equipment
Less-Reserve for Depreciation
Office Equipment
Less-Reserve for Depreciation
Factory l.achinery and Equipment
Less-Reserve for Depreciation
Trucks
I^ess-Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Asse ts.
Deferred Charp;e ;
Insurance Prepaid
Total Assets
XXX
x:c:
x:a:
x:<x
}IXX
XXX
x:cc
X:CK
XIC'C
x>cx
x:{x
:cxx
Liabilities and Net 7orth
Current Liabilities;
Accounts payable XXX
Notes Payable to Banks XKli
Notes payable for Merchandise XICK
Total Current Liabilities XXX
Net 7orth;
Common Stock XX:<: '
Preferred Stock X1<X
Surplus XuQl
Total Liabilities and Net V/orth XXX
45- Inventories are taken at Cost or ITarket, V7hichever is
lower.
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Accoimting
Consolidated Profit and Logs Statement
April 1, 1929 to l.'arch 51, 1950.
Oross Sale s
Less -Returns and Allov/ances
Net Sales
Deduct-Cost of Goods Sold :
Garments and Scarfs Inventory ,April 1,1929
Add-Gost of Goods Manufactured (See Schedule
#1)
Total Goods Stocked
Less-Garments and Scarfs Inventory,
i:arch 31,1930.
Gross Profit on Sales
D educ t
-
Operating; and Selling Expenses;
Operatinp; Expenses:
Office Salaries
Office Supplies
Depreciation on Store and Office Equipment
Rent
Light
Telephone and Telegraph
Postage and Express
Taxes
Truck Expense
Miscellaneous
Insurance •
Legal and Collection Expense
Administrative Expenses
Net Operating Profit
Selling Expenses
:
Salaries
Rent
Advertising
Insurance
Lighting
G ommissions
lliscellaneous
Net Selling Profit
Ad
d
-Other Income:
Interest
Discount on Purchases
Total Income
D educ t Other Charges ;
Interest
Discount on Sales
Loss on :3ad Debts
Donations
Balance
Deduct
:
Unabsorbed Shon Expenses
General Administrative Expenses
Net Profit
XXX
x:cc
x:cx
XIOC
x:'ix
x:<x
xxx
x:cx
:ccx
xxx
xxx
XXX
x:c<:
xxx
x:c^
xxx
XICI
XXX
xxx
xxx
xxx
x^cc
xxx

Accounting Schedule
Statement 3hov/inr, Cost of Goods I'anufactured,
For Year Ended I'.arch 51,1950 .
Goods in Process Inventory, April 1>1929
Raw r.aterials Used;
Dressed Skins Inventory, April 1,1929
Add-Purchases
Less-Returns
Freight- In
Total Goods Stocked
Less-Dressed Skins Inventorjr,
March 31,1950.
Direct Labor
Prime Cost
Add
-
I'anufacturin/^ Expenses;
Indirect Labor
Findings Used
Factor3J" Superintendence
Power
Rent
Light
Depreciation on Machinery and Equipment
Repairs to machinery and Equipment
Total 1Manufacturing Expenses
Less-Goods in Process Inventory, Ilarch 51,1930
Cost of Goods Manufactured
XXX
T/iX
X1<X
:lxx
sec
sxx
XX2C
XICX
]CCX
XXX
Additional information concerning the set-up of and the
accounts appearing on the financial statements, may be ob-
tained by referring to the forms included in the section under
"Financing" in Chapter 11.
State and Federal Tax Returns must be filed for income
tax purposes as prescribed by lav/.
It is customary for the auditor to submit a report to the
management when his work is completed.

Insurance
The mportance of this topic may be emphasized by quoting
1.
the introductory remarks of Ilr. Hugo Sterling, who read a
splendid paper on "Insurance on Furs", at The First YJ^orld Fur
Congress held in Leipzig in 1930.
"The protection of property has always played an import-
ant role in the world trade. Up to a short time ago there
still were some concerns v/ho thought they could do without
insurance. However, in general the fur m.erchant sees the
advantages of protecting his goods when in transit or v/hile
it is being dressed, etc., by paying an insurance prem.ium.
"Therefore, in connection with the Fur Convention, it
is appropriate to say a fev/ words regarding the insurance of
furs, and to see if anything can be done to improve the in-
surance by explaining several points which are not generally
laiown, and which are not generally appreciated to their full
value
,
"Also in this line there arc important questions which
must be solved. Here, at this meeting, where a new Inter-
national Association is to be established, the realization of
an international fur transport insurance should be considered"
In his paper he offered suggestions for possible improve-
ments in certain v/orld trade custom.s that have become tradi-
tional. In addition, he explained the chief risks involved
1. Kr. Plugo Sterling, Leipzig, demany.
Paper No. 19, read at the First International Fur Congress,
Leipzig, 1930. "Insurance on Furs."

Insurance
and the extent of indemnifications paid in each case. Finally,
he pointed out what had been done to reduce the existing
possibilities of risk and also hov/ Ajnerican insurance com-
panies led the way by undertaking the first steps in this
direction over two years ago.
1.
A Boston Insurance man, who has had many years of
experience in this line of work, stated that the majority of :
furriers carry at least the following types of insurance:
1. Straight Fire Insurance on Stock, Fixtures, and Mach-
inery in Factorjr and Salesrooms.
2. Use and Occupancy Policy. .
3. Open Stock Policy.
4. Profits Insurance Policy.
5. Insurance on Goods in V/arohouse Policy,
6. Personal Fur Floaters Contract.
7. ^.Yorlanan's Com-pensation Policy,
8. Public Liability Insurance.
9. Iliscellaneous types of policies.
Straight Fire Insurance on Stocks, Fixtures, and Machinery
in Factory and Salesrooms covers any loss or damage that might
be caused by fire, smoke, water, or other causes during the
progress of fire, to the property of the proprietor and to the
a.
property of others to whom they may be legally responsible.
Raw materials, goods in process, including labor on these, and
finished goods inventories arc also fully insured under this
policy.
a. ^he fire need not be on the premises of the assured to
cover his property, according to the terms of the policy.
Esam.ple: The firemen might break down the door of the assured 's
property to get to a fire in an adjoining building. Further-
more, water damage might be caused by the hose carried through
the premises of the assured.
1. Personal Intervie\7.
i:r. Edward i;. Peters, President
Edward I:. Peters Co., Inc.,
40 Broad Street,
Boston, Ilass.
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In addition to the Fire Policy, furriers carry a Use and
Occupancy Tolicy which is also Imown as a Business Interruption
Indemnity Contract. If business had to be suspended on account
of damage caused by fire, the firm or corporation v/ould be in-
demnified for the loss of profits and also for the fixed over-
head, including the salaries to "Key" employees that m.ust
necessarily go on during the period for which the business must
be shut down. The potential profits on goods in process of
manufacture, but not on finished goods, are covered by this
policy.
An Open Stock Policy insures the merchant's premises
against burglary, while closed, , and against robbery, v/hile
open for business.
A firm or corporation engaged in both the manufacturing
and retailing of fur garments, m^ust necessarily carry a heavy
inventory of finished goods in preparation for and during the
active Fall and V/inter seasons in order to prom.ptly supply the
type of garments desired by their customers. If a fire should
occur during the time that the finished goods inventory is
heaviest, it would in all probability wipe out the profits of
the uninsured acciroiulated during m.any years. As a safeguard
profits against such a risk, the prudent merchant covers the
potential profits on his finished goods inventory by a Profits
Insurance policy .
Annually a large percentage of the people store their furs
during the Summ.er m.onths with a local furrier v/ho places' them
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in a cold storage vault. Each cus toner receives a v/nrehouse
receipt or contract upon which is stated the nature and con-
dition of the gament and the charge for storing it. The
furrier thereby guarantees to protect the garments stored by .
his customers in accordance vrith the specifications enumerated
in the warehouse receipt. If anything should happen to the
customer's furs placed in his care, he is obliged to replace
the garments or to r.ake a cash settlemiont for the value placed
upon then in accordance with the terns of the warehouse receipt
issued to the customer. Naturally this would bo too great a
risk for any firm or corporation -to assurae. To protect him-
self and also his customer, the furrier takes out an Insurance
on Goods in '.Tare house Policy which covers the value of the
goods stored in full with the exception of damage done by moths.
^his is a contract between the furrier and an insurance
company v/hich removes the existing possibilitTr of risk from
the hands of the forr^ier to the hands of the latter. In addi-
tion, msinv furriers carry insurance against burglary and theft
on customers' goods placed in the warehouse.
•^'he Per sonal Fur Floaters Contract is used to cover the
value of furs sold on the installment plan. It protects the
buyers and sellers of furs on tine as stated in the contract,
^he purchaser is required to take this policy at his own ex-
pense. This contract nay or may not have the name of the pur-
chaser and seller incorporated jointly, but in every case it
must be written in the nan.e of the purchaser.

Insurance
A Workman's Compensation Policy or Employer's Liability
Policy, is carried by the most progressive fur houses in the
country. This is particularly true of concerns located in
the states where a Compensation Act applies.
4fr 1, An Employer 's Liability Insurance Policy indennifies
tile assured for liability imposed by lav; for Injuries to his
v/orkmen. A claim m.ay be settled out of court or ivithout suit,
but the claim is arj-.ys based on negligence of the employer.
The action is in tort and the three comLion lav/ defenses of
the Employer are
:
(a)
. Contributory negligence on the part of the injured
employee,
(b) . Negligence on the part of a fellow servant,
(c) . Assumption of risk-i,e,-the employee assumed the
risk when he took the job,
* 2, In states where the law applies, an employer may
not be sued if he carries Compensation Insurance. Instead the
Insurance Company pa3»-s stipulated amounts for specific in-
juries. I3ut if no compulsory Insurance is carried, the Employ
er may be sued; and he loses the right to plead the three
common law defenses mentioned in number one above.
Public Liability Insurance covers the fim against the
normal risks incident to the public on its promises, ex-
cluding elevators. It also covers the firm's trucks and
automobiles.
"i'he Miscellaneous types of policies may vary in number,
depending upon the particular requirements of the individual
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concGrn. Ilov/ever, there arc at least three types that appear
to be commonly used and arc worthy of being mentioned. -Ihen
a concern operates its own heating unit, it is considered
advisable to carr3r explosion insurance to cover the steam
boiler and any damiage that night be caused thereby, even though
it is equipped with a safety valve. In fact, the steam boiler
must be so equipped before an insurance policy will be issued
to cover this hazard. It is also wise to carry Plate Glass
Insurance, particularly if the store is established on the
street floor. Under the terms of this policy, a broken
v/indow will be replaced at the expense of the Insurance Gonipany.
Perhaps one of the m.ost important types is the Life Insurance
or so called "Brain Insurance" policy, wherein the firm is
C
named as benefiXiary to help cover the loss sustained by the
death of a major executive or koj man. Of course, this type
of insurance is not used exclusively or as extensively as it
should be by the fur trade. However, it is expected that in
time the value of this type of insurance will be riore fully
appreciated.
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Chapter 12
Economic Inportance of the Pur Industry
The Economic Importance of the Fur Inductry is greater
than the average person realizes. Statistics on the 'Torld
production of fur skins are presented in section 2, in the
appendices. Europe had control of the trade until 1900,
Since then the United States has steadily forged ahead and
is now recognized as the leading fur producing and trading
country in the v;orld.
In 1900 vve started to im.port furs on a fairly large
scale. By 1910. We v/ere very heavy importers and have
continued to be . right up to the present time. Purs and skins
are imported frOfm practically every part of the globe. The
im.ports for 1920 v/ere well over §100,000,000, and exports for
the same year were about §25, 000, 000. '^'his ratio is pretty
well maintained right along. Raw skins are the m.ost important
item in the total of .'1^200,000,000 worth of foreign trade
carried on, Fur imports rank eighth or ninth on the list of
leading products imported.
"i'his plays a very important part for it enables other
nations to establish credits in this country based on their
favorable balance of trad.e in furs. As purchases are made on
the basis of the credits established, this provides an oppor-
tunity for the American merchants and manufacturers engaged
in other lines of industry to sell about OlOO>000,000 v/orth
of goods.

Economic Importance of the Fur Industry
The industry, as it stands today in this country, f^ives
employment to 100, OOC people; 20,000 retail outlets; 2,500
manufacturing firms and skin dealers; and to 120 fur dressing
and dyeing establishments. The manufacturing census for 1928,
shov;s that the annual turnover is about §300,000,000 in the
United States, based on v/holesale figures. It is estimated
that our annual catch nets the trappers {50,000,000 to
1.
.$60,000,000 a year.
2.
"A Source That Ilever Fails"
"The \7orld 's fur crop represents an animal production of
about j200 ,000 ,000 in now v/ealth. II an plays his little part
in breeding, trapping, gathering,and marketing of the fur
skins; but Nature, assisted by v/ise trapping laws, does the
real work. From, the v/ild \7aste lands, the forests, rivers,
lakes, and streams, from marsh and fen, copes and v;ood, plain
and mountain chain, ITature pours each j^ear a treasure of
peltry into the laps of a none too appreciative people.
Year after year for hundreds, yes thousands, of years past
the great natural resource we call fur has never failed.
Crops may die, rivers drown, forests burn, droughts wither,
frosts sear, but the fur bearers, the hardy denizens of the
v/ild, never fail to produce, to create now wealth for the
nations. 'That natural source of wealth can point to so con-
sistent a record?"
1. Personal Interview - i.r. V/. J. Brett,
2. "Fur Trade Review '.Veekly, November 13, 1930 p. 2.
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1.
"The Vastness of U.S. Fur Production,"
*The IT. S. is the largest fur providing country in the
world*, according to Paul G. Redington, Chief of the IT. 3.
Bureau of Tiological Survey.
llr. Redington 's report continues/: 'The raw fur harvest
is worth approximately 5^5,000,000 each year to the trappers,
most of whom are farm boys. The fur farming industry in the
U, 3, and Alaska represents an investment of §50, 000, 000,
*
"Fur is a gift of ftature ^nd considered a necessity in
the northern parts of our country \7here the climatic con-
ditions are severe in V/inter. It also keeps a good m.any
thousands engaged in trapping, marketing, dressing and dyeing;,
and manufacturing into stylish and salable merchandise. The
out-put of all raw furs in this country including furs trapped
abroad is estimated to be §250,000,000 annually. '-''hen man-
ufactured and sold to the consumer the estimate is One Half
o
• -' •
Billion Dollars."
"The United States, including the Territory of Alaska,
has been producing approxim.ately 570,OC%000 v/orth of pelts
annually for several years past. This production is greater
than Canada's annual Ol8,000,000 and Soviet Russia's 035,000,000
catch combined. There are various reasons for the United
States appearing as so large a producer. For example, the
1. "x^erican Furriers and Fur Style." I'.ay, 1930, Vol. XXVII
No. 4. p. 53
2. Letter. I'r. Julian A. Cohen, V.Pres c: Treas.
Joseph Hollander, Inc.,
'.Yilson Ave. Cor. Paris Street,
Newark, N. J.
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valley of the great Fississippi River is, as it alvzays has
been, an ideal section for wild life, with ample cover, an
unfailing supply of water, and plenty of food. Some of the
f-ar bearers, such as the skunk and the muskrat, are found there
in extremely large numbers. Louisiana alone produces
4,000,000 to 6,000,000 muskrat pelts a year and under judicious
administration of her fur resources r^ay reasonably expect to
have an increased production in the course of time. The
catch of muskrats in the United States is from 14,000,000 to
17,000,000 annually.
"Although trapping has been carried on throughout the
entire llississippi Basin for several generations, and in some
parts of it for more than 200 years, the smaller fur bearers
have been able to hold their own chiefly by reason of their
fecundity I but also from the fact that their larger natural
eneriies have been for the most part exterminated in the regioa.
"Another reason for the great annual catch of American
furs is that there are more trappers here than in r.any other
rp
countries. -^hc population of the United States is greater
per square m.ile than in Canada or in Siberia, and the trappers
are v/ell equipped for their work in the f/oods and v/aters.
"In addition to this great production, the United States
imports furs and skins fromi about 30 countries. Purs are
ninth on the list of the im.ports of the country, according to
value, and twentieth on the list of exports, "this country
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also consumes more fur than any other in the world. The total
value of imports of ra\7 and dressed furs and of manufactures
rton furs for 1924 was 087,000,000; for 1925, 0115,000,000;
for 1926, 0117,000,000; for 1927, Ol35 ,000 ,000 ; for 1928,
§118,000,000; and for 1929, Ol2'2 ,OC0,GOO^
"These im.portations include about 20,000,000 pounds of
rabbit skins alone, and as these run from six to seven skins
to the pound, something more than 120,000,000 rabbit skins
are imported into this coimtry annually, besides those pro-
duced here. About half the total arc made up into fur gar-
ments and the other half enter into the manufacture of felt
hats.
"Fur is thus seen to be an important comr.ercial com-
modity, fee fur industry employs miany thousands, men and
women who are making their living from furs and in turn are
contributing to the comfort of great additional numbers of
people. An industry the finished product of v;hich' is so much
1.
in demand scarcely needs apology for existence."
1. "Fur Resources of the United States." p. 1 &z 2.
United States Government Printing Office, 7/ashington,D .C
.

Chapter 13
The Future of The Fur Industry
V/hile makinc a diligent research and study of the material
required for this thesis, the writer naturally familiarized him-
self v/ith the names of leading firms in all branches of the in-
dustry; he learned something about their history, ability,
character and general attitude towards a number of complicated
problcriS existing in the fur trade.
It is generally agreed that furs vrere largely considered
to be a luxury luitil about 1920. Since then, furs have be-
come a necessity to an increasing number of people, particular-
ly to women. Although furs will be looked upon as a luxury by
some, leaders in the trade predict that lower prices v/ill
stimulate a greater demand in the future.
The Fur Industry, like other industries, expanded during
the last period of prosperity. It was, up to and including
1927, during the time that it v/as actively engaged under the
m.ost favorable conditions, a thriving industry.
All those engaged in the industry agree that it has been
dangerously ill during the past three and a half years. Con-
ditions existing within the industry, and conditions existing
in all business are primarily responsible for the present
period of depression,
"^he world \7ide slump in business activity has affected
not only the national but also the international volume of
business carried on by the fur trade during 1930. It is
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estimated that the national volurae of business has declined
about 40 per cent, as compared with 1929, that exports have
declined about 45.5 per cent and imports have declined about
23 per cent.
It is not the purpose of this chapter to discuss in do-
tail the causes v/hich brought about this state of affairs.
However, it is proposed to discuss the remedies v;hich might
prove most practical and successful in lending more stability
to the fur industry, a factor absolutely essential to assure
more satisfactory results in the future.
/imong the m.ost important rem^edies suggested to imiprove
the present situation, are the following:
1 .Adve rt i s ing
.
2, Statistics.
3. Accounting,
4. Financing,
5.1.'arketing and Distribution,
The quality of Advertising ought to be improved. It is
well recognized that there is m.uch need of educating the con?-,
sumer in order to stimulate dem.and and to maintain the con-
fidence and goodv/ill of the public.
Unfortunately^ there is a notable lack, in both the kind
and quantity of reputable statistical data, '.York in this
direction is well under way to provide those engaged in all
branches of the fur trade with the proper and necessary
Statistics v/hich will enable them to carry on business more
intelligently.
Lack of proper Accounting has been observed in several
branches of the trade. The general accounting is carried out
as \7cll as might be expected because of the pressure from
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banks and credit bureaus for Financial Statements. l.-uch
remains to be done in introducing proper Cost Accounting
methods and in the accumulating of important statistical
data in those branches of the trade V7here this has been
neglected.
V/ith respect to F inane ing , there is much that can be
done to im.prove the present credit situation.- Selling
goods on mem.orandum is an evil that should be abolished.
Furthermore, credit should be extended only to those
found v/orthy. Credit terms should not be over extended.
The m.ost important problems arise in Marketing and
Distribution . Furriers are dealing in a product which
is harvested and collected in winter. This product is
purchased at a period of the year v/hich is furthest re-
moved from, the period when it is consumed. It is a
product which is subject to the whims of fashion and
therefore hard to control. This causes two major diffi-
culties, rapidly rising or falling prices v/hich react and
cause an increase in the number of insolvencies. The
most glaring deficiency in the present system is the lack
of intelligent cooperation between manufacturers and re-
tailers. Ways and means to im.prove the present methods
of ilarketing and Distribution m.ust be solved in order to
iron out the existing difficulties.
The nost recent reports state that the industry is
entrenched on a much sounder basis, A slight increase in
business was reported during ITovember, 1930 as compared
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v^ith the same inonth in 1929. A larger increase is recorded
for Dcccnber, 1950 and January, 1931 as compared ^^ith a year
ago. Prices have "becor-e stabilized and are reaching slight-
ly higher levels.
"^he future of this Industry is more dependent upon supply
than it is on the demand. Everyone is positive of an over
increasing demand , but they are more or less skeptical about
the supply. However, those that Imow, say that if the natural
supply is not large enough, that it '.vill be supplem.ented by
fur ranching or faming in order to fulfill the dcriand.
References: "Fur Trade Revicv; 'Veekly."
Septemiber 11, 1930 p.
5
December 4, 1930 pp 1 3.
January 2, 1931 p.
2
February 5, 1931 pp 1 o: 3
Mr. J. H. Bleistein.
ilr. Fred G. Kakas.
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Appendices 2.
Ststintlcs, Charts, and Sreohs
.... .„^.r'^£ ui. World Production of Fur Ski..S>'^
"In connection v/ith t^.e IPA Expocition, tne Committee on
.tstistics has compiled some interesting d£ta concernin^^ the v/orld'c
r.u rrnly of fur skinF. . The follov.'ins figurer of course approxi-
mate, "tut are nevertheless surprising."
Production. of Skins tor tiiS year 1
?vabLlt 200 000 000
.
Y/eas el OwO 000 .
::heep and Lamb 26 r\ r\ r\000 000 iiiinL UUU
.
20 00J OuO . ivo iinsK y J
...uskrct 16 bOu 000 • ooyoxe jbo
te Hare 11 000 JOw . x^OUT/fl iiUl©I 1 Coll r - X ^"JU UJU .
i.^uirrel 10 r\ Daum marten 00U .
OrdTH.'^ry Squirrel 7 uT/One uiarx-en UvJU •
A**fi"'ic.?-n Opossura 6 bOO 000. Nutria 200 000.
L u cliki OjO 000. 170 000
r eschanki 5 000 000. utt IbO 000.
Skunk 5 000 000. Beaver IbO 000.
-30 000 V;ild Cat 120 000.
Per s ian , br adta i 1
,
sad kriiiLTier
V/olf 90 000.
Kid -z Di xver 1 ox 000
A^rstrallan ODOssum 2 pOJ vJUU * American marxeii UO J
2 r\.-\n{U JvJ UJJ . L'TIX 50 000
u ap jkinK. r\ '\JJ • bea 1 000 .
Red Fox 1 750 000. Leopard 23 000.
00 000. Blue Fox 23 000.
.lingtail Opossum ^00 000 . Siberian sable lb 000.
.'ony ';^oo 000
.
V/olverine 5 000.
?.8 ccoon 000. Clxinchi . 500.
1
. "Fur Trade Revi ev/' - special numb er " I ?A " June 1930 .No • 9p«
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Statistics, Charts and Graphs
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"53 YcETF. Cf Fore? n Tra-.e""^
"The follov " ires, ^^r^pi r-oC . . De..artmer.t or
Cor-n.Tierce, give the imports and ex.jorts of f • nd fur manufaa-
tures ovar a period of yerrr:"
( Ir. "^l-ousrndE of dolli^rEi)
Yearly Av3rage -r ort s Exports
X ..
,
JL — ± U 4 TOP -X h'J-ZV 1 ^
1
-7 4 48Q
Q *+ou
1 cm 1 QOc;
-L^ 528
1 "1 "^TIj, - l_v X w •PI Oo 9 313
1 C 12 520
1 m A n n only i 0—Is jirU n QZL 19 214
T c, oi 1 cot
1 Cj oi l4 06I
1922 b'6 110
^ "7 67 97b 22 il9
1924 b7 706 26 130
1925 11:2 349 26 bo3
1926 117 411 23 216
"-y27 13b b74 30 892
192s 118 35b 39 543
1929 122 529 3b 674
••- Fur-felt hpts included prior to I9II.
Fire: 1 1871 to 191b •
^
. "j'ur Trade Review"
Special "IPA" numLcP..
June 1930. p. 97.
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"Returns and A llowances In ..etailinc Of Jj'ursJ,'''"
Rece-x-it C-ov-rr. • : .t r"' -. • Of Re^ril Ssler Ev F^r Zfzvep
Z - ' ^xces^sive f orc^ ' " " ' ' ' Furc Sold. For Cacli -
5oth Of Fur Retailing Done On Open Cr ;,dlt-Instsllmont Selling
11 p-r Cert Of T-t-l."
- -
----- ".ill Si>l«^ ' In tht, Tujjort crc for nst Laies
ad all percentages are based on net sales figures, except returned
erchand:" .
,
^rcentages v/hich are based on ^rozc
Kinin rrA Extent of Credit Eu'^^'nesr of 124 B'ur G-ooci.f;' Stores
in ly27 • (In tn^vvSaxia;^ oi aollars.) l:..:;tal-
Open ment
KlndP of Sales, Cc.sh. Credil 9J£MH Total
Cash on^v (40 stor-s) 2 - - - - - - 2 464
Cash and open creait only (57 stores), i 5*^7 • '^3-- - - - ^21
Cash and installment crecLi-^,
[-^ stores) 460 - - - 1 2t.t 1 73b
Cash, o-oen credit, Anstallraent
'credit (20 stores) 957 1 ..^'^ 2 «^73
Total Sales (124 stores) 5 908 8 145 1 7bl 15 Sl4
Per cent of total sales 37.3 51. b 11.2 100
1. "Furs for Departmci.t Lt.^ ' Specie^ ty Shops."
Vol. 4. 1:0. 10. AugL " . ??. 10, 12, and 23.
This d^tr conccrnir;- furs Ir froai Part 1 of " nrtion ride
.z^urvey of putaj-l croG.it iuado oy tno DopartitiOnt of COiii^ncrC'^, at the
request of the National Retail Credit Association.
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Losses From Bad Debts of 84 Fur Goods Stores in 1927,
Grouped According to Totrl V' .1 Li;.:S 1 oo les
.
-i::STALLiyxENT
CREDIT
Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio
bad bad bad bad
debts debts debts debts
to to to to
ClasEifi cation . credit total credit total
"ales Volume Stores sales sales sales sales
Pel- Per Per Per
cent cent cent cent
Less than $25 000 8 5.8 2.1 7.5 1.0
§ 25 000 to 49 999 12 .8 .3 <i • ^
50 000 to 99 999 21 1.3 .7 1.1 .2
100 000 to 249 999 26 .6 .4 .7 .2
250 000 to 499 999 b .6 .4 1.4 . .4
500 000 to '999 999 1.4 1.0 .5
1 000 000 -nd ov'jr 1 .2 .1

statistics. Charts and Graphs
Returns and Allowances of Fur Goods Stores in 1927, Grouped
According to Total Volume of Sales.
(Percentaf^e based on pross sales)
Classification
Sales Volume
Less than o25 000
V 50 000 to 99 999
25 000 to 49 999
100 000 to 249 999
250 000 to 499 999
500 000 to 999 999
1 000 000 and over
CASH
Per cent
Stores returns and
allowances
o :5.2
5 3.5
3 l.B
5 17.3
17.7
OPEN CREDIT
Per cent
Stores returns and
allowances
4
8
4
10
3
3
6.7
3.3
3.7
6.0
9.0
5.4

L/8.X. 1 E L 1 c E
,
Ui.j.s r^^^-. - iia o-rapiis
1 Ql UlS oi inE.LB.xiinon L uaxcs oi r ur uoocLs b tores in 1927'
Store No . Down payment
pc;i cenxi
Number or
payments
Life of c
tract mon
JL iO 10
O
c.
1 n ±U 10
J ±u iU 10
±u iU 10
c 1 O on /I 1 Pi 4-10
r
r-\U T n -7.-Z 0-12 6-12
f
1 1 OZiLL — d"^ 3-6
C
X i. — i::: M- 7-12
Q 10-12 10-12
1 12 12
10-12 12-15
X ^ 25 4 4
3-15
14 •z p3-0 3-0
2:3 0-12 6-12
JLO 10 2|
1 7
-L/ JP 12-4o 7-12
Jj5 ±/ J- 3 3
1 Q -z -z n /-2 p
<c<J p
c.1. jj 1/3 4
eld.
•7 "r T /"z 6 6
jD J-/ 3 6 6
;'3 1/3
2.5 50 I?- f
26 50 6 b
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Chart Showing the Flow of Fur^ From the Original Source of
Supply to the Ultimate Coneumer
106
oi^er f,ftf
,
c ovn t f I < J,
Most jrc Trfi*'
Sole/ / « ;
,
/luCt iO-r< Co S.
(lituTQI ScVitcs of Sy/i^fjl'f:
woo dl^ -yy dJ.
fi^ ve r;.
Cou.y>t I f
1 " Afi"^ '"^
fur
liv ye.rs
"7N 1
D f' i IS c(y,d U^t IS
f<SUil OoT/.f,:
He 1 41 1 C y^iorn<.f^
Note: Thir is a complex industry, hence the overlaps
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TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN
FUR PRICES
Index of the value of products—fur, jewelry, steel,
nil manufacturers in ['nitcd States. Base 1889-100.
I lOO
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
aoo
100
/
1
i
i
/
/
/
1
}
W>
/'
,
/
1869 1904 1909 1914 I9l9 1921 1923
The above chart was reproduced from a bulletin
issued by the United States Census Bureau. The
price of various basic commodities increased during
the period for 1889 to 1923 as follows:
Steel ..„.275%
Jewelry 406%
All manufactured products 444%
FURS 864%
\
1. Letter
Mr
. Carl Halstrom Salesrnanager
The United States Silver Fox J&'arms, Minneapolis, Minn
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Appendices
Ref orences: Books, wiagazines and Fc-inphlets . Personal
Interviews a nd CorreSDondence
-
A. Looks:
1. A History of COimerce-by Clive Day, PI-I.D.
Longraens, Green and Co. Novembor, 1928
Nev; York . London . Toronto .
2. The Fur Trade of Amcrica^lDy Agnes C. Laut
.
The MscMillan Company. 1921.
Nev; York
.
3. ConLv.erce Year Book, 1929. Volume 1.
On file in the library of the Bureau of Forei~n and
Domestic Commerce, Boston Office, Room I8OI Customhouse,
.
_^^.azines_
:
1. Fur Trade Reviev/
Published monthly by
ivirs . Julian C. Austrian Coro.,
224 West 30th Street,
New York City, N . Y.
Fur Trade Review T/eekly
x-ublished weekly by
Ivlrs . Julian' C. Austrian Corp.,
224 V/est 30th Street,
Y "or^^ City, N. Y.
Furc for Department Stores snd Specialty Shops
.
Published monthly by
Llrs . Julian C. Austrirn Corp.,
224 7/est 30th Straet,
New York City, N. Y.
4. A merican Furrier and Fur Style. Vol. TJiYll . iio . 4. Usy 19 30.
(Published every month in the year with the exception' of
Januarjj^by
lulitchel Fashion Company, Inc.,
15 V.est 37th Streetji '
YorV City, Y . Y.
Pamphlets:
iT.'Fur Resources of th© United States.
A special report to ' nt the exhibit of The United Stater
Government -t " -\ ^ : r-^^.-.^ 'Exposition ' in

i09
References: Books, Mafrinos, and Pamphlets, Personal
Interviev;s and Correspondence.
(J. Pamphlets (cont.)
Leipzig, Germ.any in IVcO, Prepared by ^Specialists of the
iJnited States Department of Agriculture and Commerce in
accordance with Public Resolution No, 59 of the Seventy-
first Congress of the United States, Issued June, 19o0.
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D, C,
2, Census of Manufactures. December Til, 19o0,
Summary by Industries,
U. S, Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census,
/Washington, D. C,
3, ReDort No, 44 read at The First World Pur Congress,
Leinzig, Germany. 1930,
"American Raw Purs'' by
Mr. Irving Herskovits,
New York.
4, Report No, 19, read at the
. Pirst International Pur Congress, Leipzig, Germany. 1950,
"Insurance on Purs," by
Mr, Hugo Sterlinp-,
LeiDzig, Germ.any.
D, Personal Interviews ;
1. Mr. Irving K. Marks,
Joseph Ulraan Brokerage Corporation,
376 :ieventh Avenue,
New York City, N. Y.
2. Mr, •;/. J. Brett, Editor
Pur Trade Review
224 ,,est 30th street
New iork City, li . j..
3, Mr, Nathan Taffer, Dealer
115 V/est 30th Street,
New York City, N. Y.
4. Mr. R. L, Ridley,
Hew York Auction Company, Inc,
.226 West 26th Street,
New York City, N. Y.

IID
References t Books, Iv'apazines , and Paraphlets, Personal
Interviews and Correspondence,
5. Mr. Samuel M. Raddler, Plant Superintendent
A. Hollander >'• Sons Inc.,
Nev/ark, N. J.
D, Personal Intorviev/s (cont.)
6 • I'Tr • H . D, Pol] ock. Proprietor
The Furriers Supply Company,
330 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
.7, Mr, Fred G, Kakas, President
Edward P. Kakas c: Sons, Inc.,
93-95 Newbury Street,
Boston, Massachusetts,
B. Mr, T, "vVagenhouzen, AsRt, Credit man to Mr, Van Pelt.
The Bank of America
26th St, Ic. Seventh Avenue,
New York City, N. Y,
9, Mr. J, H. Pleistein, Proprietor
J. K. Bleistein, Inc.,
130 V/est 30th Street,
New York City, N. Y,
also
President,
The American Fur Merchants' Association, Inc.,
333 Seventh Avenue,
New York City, N. Y.
10, Mr, Urbain Robert, CP. A.
Partner, Danforth Magee c: Robert
Pa-rk Square Building
Boston, Massachusetts,
11, Mr, Edward M, Peters, President
Edward M, Peters Co,, Inc,
40 Broad Street
Boston, MassachLisetts,
E, Correspondence
;
1, Mr, Julian A. Cohen, Vice Pres. F: Treas,
Joseph flollander. Inc.,
V/ilson Avenue Cor. Paris Street,
Newark, New Jersey,

Ill
Kel'erences: Books, Magazines, snd Pamphlets. Personal
Interviews ana Correspondence.
E . Sorras ondenc e ( cent
.
)
2. Mr. E. L. hS'ri'^Q, Chief Chemist
Fouke P'ur Companjj,,
1328 South Kings Highway^,
St. Louis, Ko. ^
3 • . 1^ . Cohen
Isaac A. Shoen & Sons
249-251 V/est 29th Street
Nev/ York City, N. Y.
4. Mr. Carl Hclstrora, Salesmanase^r*
The United Silver Fox Farms,^
Minneapolis, Minn. '
5. Dr. Nauen, Chief Secretary
International Federation of the Fur Industry,
Leipzig C I
Erllhl 70, Germany.

Appendices 4
A List of imDortant Pur Bearinp: Animals
Alaska Red Fotl
AlDaca
Ainerican Marten
Arctic Pox
(a) Blue
(b) V/hite
Baby Seal
Badger
Barundul^i
Batrni i.larten
Bear
Beaver
Calf
Cat
(a)
(b)
(c)
id)
Civet Cat
House Gat
L7/nx Cat
Wild Cat
Chinchilla
Dog
(a)
Ermine
Pisher
Pitch
Pox
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
iE)
(h)
(i)
Genet
Goat
Hamster'
Hare
Kangaroo
Kid
Kolinsky
La:nib
(a)
(h)
(c)
Chinese
Black
Blue
Cross
Gra^r
Kitt
Red
Silver
South American
V/hite
(d)
Leooard
Lynx
Marmot
Mink
(a)
(h)
(c)
id)
(e)
(f)
Mole
Monke-^-
(a)
(b)
Muskrat
(a)
(h)
(c)
(d)
Nutria
Ocelot
Opossum
(a)
(h)
(c)
(d)
Pony
(a)
Rabbit
Raccoon
Sable
(a)
Seal
Persian
Northern
Eastern
V/e stern
Southern
Russian
Japanese
Black
'White
Northern
Southern
Natur 1 Black
Russian
American
Australian
Ringtail
Tasmaninian
Russian
Broadtail
Caracul
Krim:r;ier
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Skimk
Squirrel
Stone Mar
Susliki
V/easel
V/olf
Wombat
Russian
Alaskan
'
Russian
Japanese
South African
ten
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